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This study links patriarchal Catholic Church culture and feminist studies in 

musicology to reveal the multi-faceted opus and career of Rolande Falcinelli, 1920-2006. 
Organist, composer, and pedagogue Rolande Falcinelli was the first woman to be 

named titular over a prestigious organ console in Paris, that of the Sacré-Coeur Basilica, 

in 1945; she was also a renowned organ pedagogue at the Paris Conservatory for over 

thirty years.  Yet her rich legacy of compositions remains largely unknown.  This paper 

explores the significance of her entrance into liturgical creative work in the Catholic 

Church by showing the enormous force of historical repression against women in this 

context.  Through examples ranging from Hildegard in the 11th century to Jeanne 

Demessieux in the 20th, it shows how the model and persona of the nun-organist has been 

a tacit lifestyle requirement of women organists in the Catholic Church, and how 

Falcinelli’s failure to adhere to that model affected her liturgical career.  Next, it presents 

Falcinelli’s impressive body of compositions and shows examples of feminine coded 

material which appear throughout her opus, both subtly and overtly.  Invoking studies by 

McClary, Citron, Epstein, Cusick, and others, this study includes a short history of gender 
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studies in musicology, then places Falcinelli’s opus in the context of current thought on 

the feminine aesthetic in music.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

During early summer of 2008, I accepted a one-time gig to be guest organist for 

the Tridentine Latin mass held Sunday afternoons at St. Mary's Cathedral in Austin, 

Texas.  My job was to play the Kyrie and Sanctus/Benedictus mass parts from the Haydn 

St. Joan of God mass; the rest would be played by the regular organist.  Since I am a 

trained vocalist as well as organist, and because I had played and sung that same rite for 

years for a similar community in Montreal, Canada, I offered to sing the chants and 

hymns with the choir as well.  It was my delight to do so!  I love plainchant, I love the 

ritual, I love the beauty of the Latin language as well as the profundity of the texts.  The 

music director was thrilled to hear me join with the choir for the Ordinary parts of the 

mass; naturally, my expertise made a significant difference to the music, since my fellow 

singers were enthusiastic but technically limited amateurs (with the exception of a 

soprano hired to sing the Haydn.) However, he cautioned me not to sing for any of the 

Proper chants, since those were only to be sung by male voices. 1 Accordingly, the gifted 

soprano and I dropped out for those.  The result was palpable:  the Propers were of 

significantly lower musical quality than the Ordinary chants and other hymns.  While I 

sat dumbly, listening to the amateur male singers stumble through the Propers, I looked 

down from the loft to the parishioners.  I noted the women and girls with the lace veils on 

their heads in the pews, the little army of boys who were serving at the altar, the male 

parishioner who had read announcements at the lectern.  I was awestruck with the notion 

that I was looking at and experiencing the past.  At that moment, like thousands of 

women church musicians throughout the centuries, my musical gifts, training, expertise, 

                                                
1 This was not always the case:  in other circumstances, the director in question had sometimes had women 
sing the Propers.  But for important feasts, men had to sing them since this was more in keeping with the 
Tridentine tradition. 
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and volition were unwanted and silenced because of my gender.  Though my 

musicianship could have instantly rendered the music made that day more beautiful, my 

contribution was nonetheless unwelcome.  Mediocrity reigned instead; that was 

Tradition, and I was tacitly requested to respect and value it as inviolable and sacrosanct.  

When I exited the church later, I was not greeted by placards of protest; there was 

no “March on St. Mary’s” in place, organized by outraged women and men who value 

equality and eschew the mediocrity that entrenched sexism creates.  Yet there should 

have been.  Had skin color, age, or any similar human trait been touted as the reason for 

exclusion from participation in that sung liturgy, St. Mary's would have been the target of 

impassioned protest.  But since it involved the long tradition of silencing women in the 

church on the basis of their gender, no one mentioned it, not even I.   

This treatise highlights the work of Parisian organist, composer, and pedagogue 

Rolande Falcinelli, 1920-2006.  Falcinelli was a contemporary of the great names of the 

French organ world of the 20th century -- Langlais, Dupré, Cochereau, Messiaen, among 

others--and her career parallels theirs in important ways.  She received similar training at 

the Paris Conservatory; she accepted a position as liturgical organist at one of the most 

prestigious organ consoles in France; she was an internationally acclaimed concert 

organist; she was an important pedagogue; she composed prodigiously.  And, she was a 

woman, but the above named are men.  This last fact means that my treatise must be 

different from one about Langlais or any other male organist/composer/musician; the 

question of gender must be included and addressed in it, or my work will not give a true 

rendering of Falcinelli's life and work.  Why is this?  Why can her gender not be reduced 

to a short footnote in my work, with the bulk of it devoted to details about her early life, 

studies, character idiosyncrasies, output, and legacy, as with any other scholarly analysis 

of a male composer's career?   
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There are many answers to this question, but I will mention two of the most 

pertinent to my treatise here.  First, Falcinelli's very choice of instrument creates a 

relationship to the Christian Church, which has systematically denied women a voice 

both musically and theologically for the better part of two millennia.  Thus, when 

Falcinelli composed and performed organ music in the liturgy of Sacré Coeur Basilica, 

she was not simply fulfilling her vocation, as was the case with her male colleagues.  

Rather, she was fulfilling her vocation in spite of the historical weight and tradition of 

thousands of years of repression against her sex from the very institution she was serving.    

Second, the reason for my work on Falcinelli is my belief that her works deserve 

to be included in the musical canon, a canon currently made up almost exclusively of 

music composed by men. In order for her works to be included as worthy compositions in 

their own right, they cannot simply be added without explanation or adjustment.  

Christine Battersby explains it thus:  

“A female creator needs to be slotted into the context of male traditions.  But to 

understand what that artist is doing…she will also have to be located in a separate female 

pattern that, so to speak, runs through the first in a kind of contrapuntal way.”2 

Since one of the goals of my focus on Falcinelli is her eventual inclusion into the 

established canon of organ literature, I think it appropriate to define “musical canon” and 

outline some of the problems associated with its customary exclusive and immutable 

nature.   

The musical canon is the standard repertoire of compositions which are performed 

and taught in concert halls, churches, schools and universities as the most valued and 

                                                
2 Christine Battersby, Gender and Genius: towards a feminist aesthetics. (Bloomington:  Indiana 
University Press), 152. 
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important in Western art music.  The word canon itself is derived from the Greek 

“kanon”, which means “ruler, rule, model, standard.” As Marcia Citron writes, from this 

 “one can infer that canons are exemplary, act as models, instruct, represent high 

quality, endure, and embody at least some degree of moral and ethical force.”3 

Such authority and influence would be more palatable if the Western art music 

canon reflected the true nature of the society from which it springs, but it does not:  it is 

made up almost exclusively by music created by dead, white, male composers.  While 

this bias does not reflect the demographics of Western culture, it does reflect its power 

elite, one that the post-modern age we live in has begun to decry.  For this reason, the 

musical canon, along with many other formerly similarly sacrosanct institutions, is now 

being held up to scrutiny.  

In general, the values encoded in a canon affirm a particular cultural group or 

groups and are not necessarily meaningful for other groups.  Thus by virtue of its 

particularity a canon is not universal.  Nor is it neutral.  In its representativeness it is 

partial, and partiality precludes neutrality.  In other words, its selectivity translates as a 

particular point of view. 4 

I will give one example here as a “tip of the iceberg” glimpse into the historical 

inaccuracies the canon both creates and perpetuates.  Donald Grout, in his enormously 

influential textbook for undergraduate music majors, History of Western Music, frames 

his discussion of medieval plainchant thus: 

“Gregorian Chant consists of single-line melody sung to Latin words by 

unaccompanied men's voices.”5 Building upon this foundation, it has followed that 

                                                
3 Marcia Citron, Gender and the Musical Canon.  (Cambridge:  University Press, 1993), 15.   
4 Ibid., 21 
5 Donald Grout and Claude Palisca.  A History of Western Music, 3d ed. (New York:  W.W. Norton & 
Company, 1980), 36. 
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professors using that textbook have tended to elaborate to their students about monks, 

monasteries, the Benedictine Rule, and the like; they would also provide recordings for 

their students’ edification of male voices singing the chants.  (This is still the case in 

2008 at UT at Austin and probably many other campuses.)  Those same students become 

the music professionals and performers in their communities and perpetuate these ideas to 

their own students and in performances and recordings they might make of this music, 

ultimately affecting the general public’s understanding of it.   

Grout’s original statement has proved to be incomplete, and thus the studies and 

performances resulting from it are also incomplete distortions of historical fact.  

Gregorian chant was used in worship in convents since the 4th century, during which time 

the nuns followed the same offices as the monks and sang the chants just as often.  Thus a 

detailed study of convent life and listening exams based on women’s choirs singing the 

plainchants would be appropriate to a study of music from that era, though the fact that 

their worship was based upon and subordinate to the male model means that the 

traditional study of monks’ music could certainly not be swept aside.  

Grout’s use of male worship as a model was likely grounded in the male 

documentation of that worship in the Middle Ages; male leadership in the Catholic 

Church would further have influenced the idea of Christian medieval worship as a male 

phenomenon.  Be that as it may, Grout’s acceptance of this model, without considering 

the presence of significant female worship during the same period, has succeeded in 

obscuring the true historical picture.  The most recent edition (2006) of A History of 

Western Music has made strides in this area, now incorporating a more accurate 

perspective on female spiritual presence in European Christianity.   

This change in perspective is crucial, for when the canon distorts history, it also 

implicitly places negative value judges on music not included in it.  If this is not 
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corrected, then the student of music can infer from her education that women’s music 

must be inferior or unworthy, or else it would be included in the canon.  Citron notes that:   

“In the past twenty years, however, with attention to ethnicity and the inception of 
a postmodernist climate, several groups have noted their exclusion from particular 
canons.  This results from a growing awareness of the cultural constructedness of 
canons, and thus it is natural that disenfranchised groups, motivated by self-
interest but also concern for a more balanced view of human culture, function as 
agents of canonic deconstruction.”6 

Though I will focus mainly on the sacred context and feminine aesthetic of 

Falcinelli's music in this treatise, there is another aspect of Falcinelli's career that 

deserves some attention: the profession of organist itself.  Organists have always 

inhabited a special place in the world of music, since not only have we been expected to 

be virtuosic interpreters of the organ literature, but also composers, arrangers, 

improvisers, and conductors of choral music.  (In Falcinelli's case, she was not required 

to conduct a choir.) Of course, this is because the profession is inextricably linked to 

making music in the Divine Service of the Church--and sacred music demands creation 

from its practitioners as part of their art.  Just as the organ has been called the Queen of 

Instruments, the organist has always had the reputation of being the “complete musician”, 

a wonderful and inspiring challenge to all of us.  Yet this “complete” aspect is also 

necessarily a dilemma for the woman musician: where are her models for conductors and 

creators of music?  Western music is set up in rigid binary structures with performers of 

music on one end of the spectrum, and creators of it on the other; this has been in place 

since around the mid 19th century and was perpetuated by Waldo Selden Pratt’s 1915 

essay “On Behalf of Musicology” as the lead article in the first issue of Musical 

Quarterly.7 While male musicians have occupied both ends of this artificially contrived 

                                                
6 Citron, Gender and the Musical Canon, 22. 
7 Suzanne Cusick.  “‘Eve…blowing in our ears’? Toward a history of music scholarship on women in the 
twentieth century.” (Women and Music 2001), 126. 
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divide, women have most often been relegated to the performer side of the equation.  

Sophie Drinker notes this in her 1948 groundbreaking work on women and music:  

“Women musicians are experts in performing vocal and instrumental music, but 
rarely do they play or sing music that they themselves have composed.  Why do 
they allow themselves to be merely carriers of the creative musical imagination of 
men?  Why do they not use the language of music, as they use gesture and speech, 
to communicate their own ideas and feelings?”8 

That women’s accepted role as musicians is in the interpretive or performer’s 

realm is still self-evident today.  If Pratt’s essay is an indication of the zeitgeist of the 

early part of the 20th century, then the “performer only” role was also in place when 

Falcinelli began her career that necessarily straddled both ends of that binary divide.  

Marcia Citron shows the connection between this binary element in the world of music 

and its roots in the Christian religion:  

“[in the 19th century, the Romantic vision of music] took on the seriousness of 
religious experience…  Composers began to replicate God the creator…In the 
composer’s new personal identification with God, the male composer was the 
assumed participant, for only a male could identify with a male God….women 
composers would be metaphorically excluded from the cultish emphasis on art as 
religion in the first half of the nineteenth century.  This accorded with the very 
practical consideration of women’s longstanding exclusion from creative and 
institutional power in the Church.”9 

Thus Falcinelli's entrance into her profession must be viewed not only in the 

context of institutional repression of her sex which in turn led to societal repression, but 

as a breakthrough in that the profession itself represents a fusion of artificially contrived 

dichotomies which include women in some aspects, but not all.   

Though of course women are not forbidden to practice sacred music in the Catholic 

Church today in contemporary rites, the gender-biased historical legacy still remains a factor 

                                                
8  Sophie Drinker, Music and Women: The story of women in their relation to music.  (New York: The 
Feminist Press at The City University of New York), 1948. 
9 Marcia Citron, Gender and the Musical Canon, 143. 
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in church organ culture.  I believe the performer/creator binary is still a factor in explaining 

why women are less likely to choose the profession of organist for themselves.  Patrick 

Hawkins notes in his 2008 dissertation research on undergraduate organ majors:  

“The reported data shows that males were twice as likely to be enrolled in 
American college and universities as organ majors than were females…. Women 
also do not have as many female role models within the profession of concert 
organists… only 25% of the concert organists listed with these two management 
agencies (Karen MacFarlane and Philip Truckenbord) are women. Similarly, a 
listing of the nine candidates for National Office 2007 in the Organ Historical 
Society reveals that no woman is being considered for national office within this 
organization.  Another possible factor in this gender difference is that the majority 
of organists see themselves directing music programs in prestigious churches or 
cathedrals, and women have traditionally been excluded from these careers. Even 
today, one would be hard pressed to name a woman who oversees the music 
program for a major cathedral, besides Dr. Jennifer Pascual, the Director of 
Music at the Cathedral of St. Patrick in New York, New York.”(Italics mine.)10 

Herewith a short history of women music creators and the Roman Catholic 

Church, to examine who Rolande Falcinelli’s predecessors were, the dictums designed to 

silence them, and yet their success and ingenuity in creating places within that power 

structure to practice their art.  Two short explanations are in order:  first, I am focusing on 

the Catholic Church rather than the Christian Church in general since exploring both 

Catholic and Protestant sides of the equation would be outside the scope of this treatise.  

In general, most denominations within the Protestant church have had a less tormented 

history with female parishioners simply because they have (fairly lately) accorded 

ecclesiastical leadership to women; the Catholic Church has yet to do so.  (The 

Anglican/Episcopal, Methodist, Presbyterian, Congregationalist, United Church of Christ, 

and some Lutheran communions all ordain women.) This difference has enormous 

implications for women musicians in both traditions.  Since my “short history” begins 

several hundred years before the first significant Christian reform movements, it was 
                                                
10 Patrick J. Hawkins, “Room at the table:  Uncovering demographic inequities in undergraduate organ 
major enrollment.” (DMA diss., Arizona State University, 2008), 1.   
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logical to focus on the Roman Catholic tradition.  Second, I must note that Falcinelli’s 

predecessors as examined here would most likely have been unknown to her.  I mention 

some composer role models she had later in this essay. 
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Chapter 2:  Hildegard to Jeanne Demessieux:  Women Musicians in the 
Catholic Church from the 11th to the 20th century, and the nun-organist 

model 

I begin with the dictums issued by the church patriarchs about women speaking or 

singing during worship. St. Paul writes to the church at Corinth:  

Let your women keep silence in the churches; for it is not permitted unto them to 
speak; but they are commanded to be under obedience, as also saith the law.  And 
if they will learn anything, let them ask their husbands at home; for it is a shame 
for women to speak in the church.11 

In spite of this biblical instruction, women had participated in the singing of 

psalms and plainchant in the first centuries of the Christian Church, but by the 4th 

century church patriarchs began to discourage them from doing so.12 

Cyril of Jerusalem (315-386) instructs women to recite psalms quietly, “so that 

their lips move, but the ears of others do not hear.” 13 St. Jerome writes that women should 

“sing the psalms in their chambers, away from the company of men and the crowded 

assembly.”14 

And, from the Roman Catholic “Instruction of Sacred Music and Sacred Liturgy” 

from 1958, the following notice regarding “Persons having principal functions in sacred 

music and the sacred liturgy”: 

Therefore, laity of the male sex, whether boys, young men, or adults, when 

appointed by competent ecclesiastical authority to serve at the altar or to perform the 

sacred music, and when they fulfill this office in the manner, and form prescribed by the 

                                                
11 1 Cor. 14.34 KJV (King James Version). 
12 Jane Schatkin Hettrick. “She Drew An Angel Down.” The American Organist 13 (March 1979):  45. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid. 
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rubrics, exercise a liturgical ministry which is direct, though delegated. If they are 

singers, they must be a part of the choir or schola cantorum.15 

These severe restrictions on women's musical activities and participation in the 

liturgy of the church did effectively silence countless theologians and musicians 

throughout the centuries, but not all.  Women did find ways to fulfill their musical 

vocations, though they had to invent innovative ways to do so.  

One of the most effective was of gaining authority and thus a voice in the liturgy, 

was through mystical experience and the reputation of being a mystic.  (I will define 

mysticism as “the direct intuition or experience of God”16 and “mystic” as one who has 

“gained the direct experience of the divine.”17 John Coakley sums up mysticism as 

legitimization for women in this way:   

[the female mystics were] claiming an authority of their own to speak and be 
heard, and to affect the lives of others—an authority based upon their own evident 
extraordinary access to God, especially in visions, revelations, and ecstasies.  It 
was an authority that, as the men found it possible to believe, derived directly 
from God rather than from the possession of any ecclesiastical office.  It 
legitimated the women in the exercise of “informal” powers: to verify and convey 
arcane knowledge, to perceive the state of souls, to intercede with God for those 
in need, and also, in certain circumstances, to teach.18  

Though an important aspect, this “I can’t help it, I’m only a vessel for the divine” 

idea is only a partial explanation of why mysticism was an effective means for women to 

obtain a voice in the Catholic Church; it is the result of a much larger concept, that of the 

body/spirit dichotomy so important to the early Church patriarchs who were steeped in the 

                                                
15 Supreme Pontiff Pius XII, Musicae sacrae disciplina, 1955.   
16 Steven Fanning, Mystics of the Christian Tradition.  (London, New York:  Routledge 2001), 2. 
17 Ibid.   
18 John W. Coakley. Women, Men, and Spiritual Power: female saints and their male collaborators. (New 
York:  Columbia University Press, 2006), 213. 
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ideals of the Greek culture of the previous age. They “revered spirit, reason and heaven, 

disdained body, fleshly passion, and earth.  And they associated body with women.” 19 

The complex web of reasons for these binary attitudes is well beyond the scope of 

my treatise, but I include a few of the origins of them here.  I do so because the 

body/spirit split has had such far-reaching implications in every aspect of Western 

culture, and for Christian women in particular who wished to create sacred music. 

“Another aspect of the development of gender theory from Pythagoras onward 
through the western Christian tradition was that the human being was seen as the 
cosmos in miniature.  As in the macrocosm there were four elements of earth, air, 
fire and water, so too were human beings composed of these elements.  But the 
elements were divided unequally between the sexes: men had more of the divine 
elements, air and fire; women were composed more by the grosser elements of 
earth and water. (Shiebinger 1989, Ward 1990). …it accorded well with the view 
that men participated in divinity and were capable of spirituality , while women 
were oriented toward procreation and the earth.” 20 

The disdain of “fleshly passion” in Christian thought meant that all seeking 

spirituality must fight the temptations of the body—thus the cult of celibacy that has been 

expected of religious leaders in the Catholic Church to this day.  However, “the fact that 

women were conceptually identified with the flesh while men were identified with the 

spirit meant that the requirement of ‘mortification’ of the flesh required even greater 

heroism from women than it did from men.”21 

This being the case, if simply being a woman implied a corporeality unsuitable for 

a spiritual life, then finding a way to transcend the body—mysticism--would be an 

effective solution to women facing this theologically based conundrum.  Combined with 

a lifelong commitment to chastity, a woman might thus attain some validity for 

                                                
19 Renée Cox.  “A History of Music” Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 48, no. 4 (Fall 1990): 281-
291. Part of a special issue called “Feminism and Traditional Aesthetics”. 
20 Grace M. Jantzen. Power, Gender, and Christian Mysticism.  (Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press, 
1995), 45. 
21 Ibid., 52. 
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leadership roles in the Catholic Church. As I have mentioned, Joan of Arc is the figure 

most closely associated with this phenomenon, but  

“…she was not a unique figure, as she followed in the footsteps of a number of 
famous individuals who enjoyed great influence and spiritual authority in late 
medieval Europe.  These included …Catherine of Siena, (d.1380) Beguine nun 
Mechthild of Hackeborn, (d.1298/9) Julian of Norwich, (d. c. 1416) Bridget of 
Sweden, (d. 1373)and Margery Kempe. (d.1433)…”22 

One important predecessor not mentioned in the previous quotation is Hildegard 

of Bingen, abbess, prophetess, theologian, poet, artist, biologist, preacher, healer, 

cosmologist, herbalist, musician, and mystic.23  Like Joan of Arc, she gained enormous 

authority due in large part to her mystical experiences:  popes sought her counsel, and she 

presided over her independent cloister in a uniquely autonomous way.   Her freedom 

allowed her to create an impressive body of sacred music, written for the nuns in her 

cloister to use in worship.  

Hildegard was born in 1098 in the Rhineland, Germany.  She was pledged to God 

as a tithe at birth, a parental decision reinforced by two important factors of her 

childhood.  First, she inhabited an exceptionally spiritual and mystical universe from a 

very early age, seeing her first vision at the age of five.24  Second, she was a sickly child, 

and indeed her ill health plagued her all her life.  Poor health was a common reason 

parents consecrated their children to the religious life: “such a child was often thought to 

be close to God by virtue of the projected length of life, or more likely, by the need for 

‘special circumstances’ in which to flourish.”25   

                                                
22 Craig Taylor.  Joan of Arc:  la pucelle: selected sources. (Manchester, UK : Manchester University 
Press, 2006), 9. 
23 Anne H. King-Lenzmeier, Hildegard of Bingen: An Integrated Vision. (Collegeville, Minnesota: The 
Liturgical Press, 2001), p.xi of Introduction. 
24 Ibid, 3. 
25 Ibid, 4. 
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Hildegard became a professed nun between the years 1112-15.  She was elected 

leader of her cloister in 1136, adopting the title of magistra, or prioress; though leader, 

she was still subject to an abbot.  Twelve years later, she founded a new convent at the 

Rupertsberg, where she was eventually granted free and exclusive rights to the property 

by Emperor Freidrich Barbarossa, who acknowledged her as the “abbess”.26  

Although Hildegard wrote visionary treatises the Scivias, the Liber vitae 

meritorum, and the De operatione Dei, the musical work the Symphonia armoniae 

caelestium revelationum, as well as other important scientific and medical works, she 

always insisted upon herself as being unschooled and ignorant: a “poor, uneducated 

female.”27 As Hildegard scholar King-Lenzmeier notes, “Hildegard’s first and foremost 

reason for wishing to claim to be “ignorant” or without education is probably to assure 

others that her visions are directly from God, the Living Light, with no interference from 

Hildegard, God’s willing but frail vessel.”28  

Indeed, that is the way Hildegard wrote her non-medical books, each of which is 

based on her own visions.  She records each vision first as objectively as if she were 

watching it on a screen, that is, without noting any participation from herself.  Only after 

her detailed recording of it does she begin to interpret what she saw, inferring 

“theological instruction and exhortation to the church.”29 More relevant to my study is the 

following citation from Hildegard’s Vita: “Then in the above mentioned vision I also 

                                                
26 Ian D. Bent and Marianne Pfau. “Hildegard of Bingen.” In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/13016 (accessed 
October 2, 2008). 
27 Anne H. King-Lenzmeier, Hildegard of Bingen: An Integrated Vision, 11. 
28 Ibid, 12. 
29 Grace M Jantzen.  Power, Gender, and Christian Mysticism, 163. 
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composed and sang chant with melody, to the praise of God and his saints, though I had 

never studied human chant and I did not know how to tell the neumes by myself.”30 

Thus Hildegard’s mysticism gave her authority to write music, as well as her 

theological and scientific works.  A less determined personality might have been satisfied 

with that, but Hildegard was intent on creating and justifying an even larger contribution 

and place for herself and the nuns in her cloister.  To that end, she took on patriarchal 

theology as well.   

One of the most glaring patriarchal challenges to her contributions to the Church 

was the theology stating that the sin of Eve meant that all women were to blame for 

original sin.  Accordingly, all women would always be scapegoats who could never 

redeem themselves.  Hildegard responded to this by creating her own version of theology 

in which Mary wiped out the earlier sins of Eve, thus setting women free from this 

version of their past.31 An excerpt from “O quam magnum miraculum est,” from 

Hildegard's Symphonia, will serve to illustrate this, one of the cornerstones of her 

theology: 

For malice/Which flowed from woman---/woman thereafter blotted it out./She has 
built/All the sweetest fragrance of virtues,/And beautified heaven/More than she 
formerly marred the earth.32  

A cursory glance at the texts for her plainchants also reveals a distinct feminist 

ideology:  Let the Motherly Body of the Church Rejoice is one such example from the 

“Celestial Hierarchy” list, written for the dedication of a church; its title alone evinces a 

strikingly different worldview than that of the traditional Locus Iste, the “official” 
                                                
30 Gottfried of Disibodenberg and Theodoric of Echternach, Vita Sanctae Hildegardis, ed. by Monika 
Klaes, Guibert’s Revisions to the Vita, (Turnhout, Brepols, 1993). Quoted in Fiona Maddocks,  Hildegard 
of Bingen:  The Woman of Her Age.   (New York:  Doubleday Press, 2001), 185. 
31 Maria Isabel Flisfisch.  “The Eve-Mary Dichotomy in the Symphonia of Hildegard of Bingen.” In The 
Voice of Silence: Women’s Literacy in a Man’s Church, ed. Thérèse de Hemptinne and Maria Eugenia 
Gongora (Turnhout, Belgium:  Brepols Publishers, 2004), 42. 
32 Maria Eugenia Gongora.  “Feminea Forma and Virga.” Ibid., 28. 
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liturgical text for that occasion.  Hildegard also emphasized the life of Saint Ursula in her 

work:  according to Peter Dronke, “the most novel and striking features of her poetry can 

be found in these five poems written for the exaltation of virginity and martyrdom 

personified in this legendary English princess from the fifth century (St.Ursula).33 

Beginning my treatise with this short summary of Hildegard’s extraordinarily 

unique, unprecedented and never equaled contribution to women’s sacred music is both 

wonderful and problematic for the purposes of my short history.  To wit: how is it that the 

first notable historical example we have discovered of a woman making music in the 

Catholic Church attained such authority, respect from her colleagues and superiors, and 

virtually complete autonomy in her theological thought—and that one thousand years 

later, she remains a unique case?  Beginning with Hildegard is like giving away the 

punchline at the beginning of a joke, or starting a variety show with the stellar act.  

Though I do propose to follow Hildegard with stories of other fascinating characters, still, 

none of them created a feminist ideology in order to strengthen their position in the 

world; no others carried on a correspondence with the pope and other leading clergy; no 

others became cult figures that inspired devotion and pilgrimage for centuries.34 

Hildegard of Bingen was certainly a monumental figure in the realm of women creating 

sacred music in the Catholic Church:  for my purposes, it is important to note what 

characteristics she embodied that would remain in place through the thousand years that 

followed her for those women also called to that vocation.  One important characteristic is 

Hildegard’s mysticism, a trait that both allowed her to transcend her womanly earthiness 

and validated her authority.  Related to her mysticism was precarious health, which initially 

                                                
33 Peter Dronke, Poetic Individuality in the Middle Ages:  New Departures in Poetry, 1000-1150 (Oxford:  
Clarendon, 1970), pp.153-54, 160-65, quoted in Therese de Hemptinne, and Maria Eugenia Gongora, eds. 
The Voice of Silence: Women’s Literacy in a Man’s Church, 52. 
34 Fiona Maddocks.  Hildegard of Bingen:  The Woman of Her Age. (New York:  Doubleday Press, 2001), 
274 
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ensured her religious calling, and then may have contributed to her visions.35 Another 

important aspect of Hildegard’s legacy is the deliberate way in which she cultivated a 

distinctly feminine aesthetic in her art:  this is evidenced by her emphasis on female 

protagonists in her work, as well as her creation of a kind of feminine theology in the texts 

of her music.   This female spirituality that poured out in her poetic writings helped to create 

something new in her age, that is, an answer or alternative to the male-dominated theology 

that was often extremely misogynistic in nature.   

 Hildegard's spirituality as expressed in her art was deeply tied to the idea of the 

feminine, in a way that remains unique to history.  Whereas the next group of women I will 

consider lived about five hundred years after Hildegard and probably knew nothing of her 

music and feminine theology, nevertheless they are linked to her in that they, too, used their 

femininity as a spiritual strength.  These women were the “singing nuns” of post-

Tridentine Italy. 

Recent scholarship by Craig Monson and others has lately brought the musical 

life of these 16th century nuns to life, but music making in convents is not new.  From 

around the 4th century on, women were given excellent musical training in convents.36 

This corresponded with women musicians being expelled from participation in the 

regular liturgy during that time, as per St. Jerome and others' dictums.  Between the years 

500 and 1500, “singing eight offices and a mass each day made music central to nuns’ 

communal lives”;37 we have already seen an example of this with Hildegard’s nunnery in 

the 11th century.  So although further research will perhaps uncover new music, as well 

as insights on women's music-making all through Europe during those centuries, I will 

                                                
35 Anne King-Lenzmeier, Hildegard of Bingen: An Integrated Vision, 48. 
36 Johannes Quasten.  Music and Worship in Pagan and Christian Antiquity. NPM studies in church music 
and liturgy. (Washington, D.C.: National Association of Pastoral Musicians, 1983), 80-81. 
37 J. Michele Edwards, “Women in Music to ca. 1450,” in Karin Pendle, ed., Women and Music, 
(Bloomington:  Indiana University Press, 1991), 22. 
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focus mainly on some aspects of the Italian Renaissance-era nuns in this treatise since that 

comprises most of our current musicological knowledge. 

The most important cloisters for music in post-Tridentine Italy were those 

surrounding Milan, Ferrara, and Bologna; by the late 16th century, San Vito in Ferrara 

had won out as receiving the highest praise for its music. One of the reasons for that was 

its star organist and composer, Raffaella Aleotti.  A brief rendition of her career will 

serve to introduce the convent culture of this period and location.  

Born in 1570 in Ferrara, Aleotti was one of five daughters of the Ferrarese court 

architect.  She was given a thorough education in music for the express purpose of 

facilitating her entrance into the San Vito convent.  She did enter it, distinguishing herself 

there both as an organist – she was said to be “without equal” in that role38-- and as a 

composer.  Her collection of motets for five, seven, eight and nine voices and instruments 

was published by Amadino in 1593; it represents the first published collection of 

polyphonic sacred music by a woman.39  Several of her colleagues in other convents also 

published collections of motets, including Sulpitia Cesis, Lucretia Vizzana, and Caterina 

Assandra.40  (Some of Assandra's work has been recently transcribed for organ.) Aleotti 

eventually became prioress of San Vito, from 1636 to 1639.  She died after 1646.41  

Aleotti's purpose-driven musical training is typical for the time.  An elaborate 

dowry system was in place for prospective nuns:  since families were offered dowry 

reductions if the prospective nun were trained in music, this was an attractive incentive 

for parents to train daughters in music from an early age.   If a young woman was 

accepted as the organist, her basic dowry might be reduced by 25 to as much as 100 

                                                
38 Jane Bowers, “Women Composers in Italy, 1566-1700,” in Women Making Music: The Western Art 
Tradition, 1150-1950, ed. Jane Bowers and Judith Tick (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1986,) 142. 
39 Ibid., 117. 
40 Ibid., 118. 
41 Ibid., 156. 
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percent, making the cloister a bargain compared to a much costlier marriage arrangement. 

The reduced dowry also meant that poor women who were excellent musicians could 

enjoy a convent life in the upper, governing class, (the professe or professed nuns) as 

opposed to the servant class her meager dowry would otherwise have provided her. 42  

One main difference between the Italian nuns of this period and other music in 

convents throughout history was these nuns’ public performances.  Their music making 

attracted the attention of music lovers from nearby cities, who “came from far and near to 

hear the nuns sing and play”43 at the convents especially known for their music.  This is 

in stark contrast to the situation of Belgian nuns in the 1950s in Malines.  There, 

“everyone was aware that there were nuns who were organists and performing High 

Masses in their convents—but they were neither seen nor heard.”44  

While the Italians were heard, they were not seen:  a screen or grate placed 

between the musician and her audience made her invisible to the public eye.  The 

screening of the nuns served the purpose of removing the “body” element of a woman 

making music in church as much as was possible, resulting in disembodied choral and 

instrumental music.  Ironically, these nuns were able to turn this restrictive situation—

stemming from the age-old Christian prejudice against their feminine corporeality--to 

their advantage.  To wit: one of their main claims to legitimacy was the idea that their 

feminine voices were better able to imitate the voices of the angels. As Robert Kendrick 

has observed, “Their singing…served to mark their status as earthly angels, whose music 

sonically and symbolically represented the celestial choirs, not least by the 

                                                
42 Craig A. Monson, Disembodied Voices:  Music and Culture in an Early Modern Italian Convent.  
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995), 2. 
43 Jane Bowers, “Women Composers in Italy, 1566-1700”, 125. 
44 Kathleen Thomerson, FAGO, interview by author, May 20, 2008. 
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extraordinarily high timbres of their vocal ensembles.”45  Invisible “angels” making 

music created a much more mysterious and powerful aural experience for their audiences 

than visible humans would have:  as Heidi Epstein writes, “Individual nuns became 

famous, their mystique and allure no doubt heightened by their physical invisibility.”46  

The official duty of the nun-organist was to play the alternatim to the Mass 

Ordinary, but in addition to that, organists accompanied motets and also seem to have 

performed for special events, as this citation from a church canon to his deputy reveals: 

 “It is true that a few days ago Donna Gentile as organist petitioned in great 

humility for permission to perform a concerto on the organ on their feast day…I 

was inclined to grant her (her request).”47 

Tridentine ordinances had severely restricted the nuns’s musical activities, but it 

is clear that rules were frequently bent and restrictions worked around.  For example, one 

of the most crushing decrees forbad any teacher to enter the convent to instruct the 

women in music--but “in 1616, Paleotti's successor licensed Ercole Porta to visit the 

convent of San Michele …to teach the nuns music for Rogationtide”48…or at Santa 

Cristina, the abbess “began quietly to employ a regularly salaried, unauthorized maestro 

di musica, Ottavio Vernizzi, the organist of San Petronio”. 49 

On 4 May 1686 Pope Innocent XI issued this edict:  

music is completely injurious to the modesty that is proper for the (female) sex, 
because they become distracted from the matters and occupations most proper for 
them…[therefore] no unmarried woman, married woman, or widow of any rank, 
status, condition, even those who for reasons of education or anything else are 

                                                
45 Robert L. Kendrick.  Celestial Sirens: Nuns and Their Music in Early Modern Milan. (Oxford 
[England]: Clarendon Press, 1996), 166. 
46 Heidi Epstein.  Melting the Venusberg: A feminist theology of music. (New York:  Continuum 
Publishing, 2004), 143.  
47 Craig A. Monson, Disembodied Voices, 46. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Ibid., 61. 
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living in convents or conservatories, under any pretext, even to learn music in 
order to practice it in those convents, may learn to sing from men…and to play 
any sort of musical instrument.50 

In 1703 Clement XI renewed Innocent XI's ruling.51   

A lack of research done on the music of nuns in other parts of Europe, for 

example in France or Belgium, means that the Italian nuns probably hold a 

disproportionately large place in the current history of women musicians in the Catholic 

Church.  I would like to balance that as much as I can by including a glimpse of French 

cloistered nuns who made music during the last part of the 17th and the very early 18th 

centuries.  I have inferred much of this from the compositions of the “organist of the 

King”, Francois Couperin.   

Couperin’s Masses for organ, published in 1690, are staples of the organ 

literature.  These exuberantly youthful works both serve as showcases for the colors and 

performance styles of the French classical organ and the practical purpose of alternatim 

between organ and choir in the liturgy.  The first collection is entitled Messe pour les 

paroisses, the second Messe pour les couvents.  Both are published by “privilege of the 

King” and have been widely studied and played ever since.  However, musicologists and 

organists have not paid much attention to the historical phenomenon inferred by 

Couperin's intended usage of the second collection.  For example, in Marie Claire Alain's 

liner notes for her recording of the two masses, she notes that the Messe pour les 

couvents is “simpler in style” than the Paroisses; she also mentions that the mass was 

“very popular in its day and remained in use in French church until...the 1960s.”52 In 

                                                
50 Jane Bowers, “Women Composers in Italy, 1566-1700”, 140. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Francois Couperin, Pièces d’orgue, Marie Claire Alain, Erato, 1990. 
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John P. Kitchen's notes from a recording made in 1991, he mentions only that unlike the 

Mass for the Parishes, Convents is not plainsong based.53  

 What all these notes do not mention is the obvious and yet obscured fact that 

French 18th century nuns made organ music! Whether this is due to the convent tradition 

being so established in Europe that it was taken for granted, or that it was not deemed 

worthy of study, is difficult to determine.  One exception to this is the American organist 

and builder Robert Noehren, who writes in his liner notes that “this work appears to have 

been composed on commission for the use of a religious community or communities.” 54 

 Couperin may have had an extra incentive in writing for the convents:  in the 

same year they were published, the twenty-one year old composer welcomed his first 

child, Marie-Madeleine, who eventually became the cloister organist at the Benedictine 

order of Maubisson.55 Marie-Madeleine certainly must have played her father's Mass 

countless times during her career there--but in addition to that, could it have been that he 

intended it for her?  Just as the families of the Italian nuns were obliged to provide a 

dowry which could be reduced in relation to their daughter's skill, could the Mass for the 

convents been meant as a way to secure the Couperin baby's future?  A more practical 

question worthy of attention in regards to the work is the relative simplicity of the 

convent mass as compared to the parish mass, as Alain observes.  This difference is due 

in large part to the organ at the convent for which Couperin wrote, which had limited 

ranks available for the pedal. 56 Without such a constraint, Couperin makes greater use of 

the pedal in the Parish mass, leading to greater complexity in several of the pieces.  The 

Offertoire in the two masses is a good example of this difference: the parish mass 

                                                
53 Francois Couperin, Messes: Orgue Plainchant, Motets, Jean-Patrice Brosse and the Choeur Gregorien du 
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Offertoire has an independent pedal part that makes use of eighth notes in some places, 

whereas the convent Offertoire's pedal part is much less elaborate and could even be left 

off if necessary.  As a result, the texture of the latter is less contrapuntally dense, making 

it easier on the performer.   

A complete comparison of the two masses is outside the scope of this treatise.  I 

mention the “simpler style” of the convent mass since it could be interpreted as 

conveying the historical reality that women's lack of access to education meant that they 

had less technical ability than their male colleagues.  Yet the practical explanation 

regarding the convent's organ possessing fewer pedal ranks is perhaps truer to historical 

reality.  After all, we have seen in the Italian convents that in spite of the ban on organ 

instruction, the nuns found ways to circumvent these rules and bring music teachers into 

the cloister.  Similar ploys may have taken place in the French convents, meaning that the 

nuns were more proficient players than was previously thought.  

So far, every woman musician mentioned in this treatise has been a cloistered 

nun, which is typical, given the historical and cultural backgrounds I have covered so far.  

That is, all prominent musicians connected to the church were clerics until this began to 

change in the eighteenth century.  The first instances I have found of women organists 

playing for the Catholic mass outside a convent occur in the early nineteenth century; this 

is from research by Orpha Ochse. (Though her book is entitled Organists and Organ 

Playing in Nineteenth-Century France and Belgium, the organists playing in convents 

during this period are not mentioned.) Ochse reports that female organists held positions 

in cathedrals and churches in Crespy, Chinon, Limoges, Loudun, Meaux, Nemours, and 

Strasbourg during the 1800s.57  She also found that women were awarded 10% of the first 
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prizes in organ at the Paris Conservatory between the years 1819 and 1900.58  The year 

1819 is significant since before that time, women were not allowed into the 

Conservatory’s organ class. (There had been no organ class at all since 1802; 1819 was 

the rebirth of the class, coinciding with the construction of inauguration of a new 

organ.59) The solution proffered in 1819 was to create a separate, all-woman class in 

order to allow female students to study the instrument; the parallel to the cloister 

environment is hard to miss.  Be that as it may, the all-woman class must certainly have 

been the reason women were capable of successful careers as cathedral and church 

organists around the country.  It is worth noting for context that France’s Catholic 

neighbor Belgium was still exclusively using the model of the cloistered nun-organist 

until the 1950s.60  Clearly, the paradigm of the nun-organist was deeply rooted in the 

Catholic culture as the acceptable way for a woman to answer the vocation of church 

musician.  Swedish organist and composer Elfrida Andrée was to grapple with that 

culture in the late 19th century in a unique and courageous fashion, albeit in the Lutheran 

tradition.  Yet she, too, was not to escape the enormous weight of expectations and 

exhortations that were her lot as a woman creating music in the liturgy.  

Andrée was the first woman to ever hold the position of Cathedral organist in her 

native Sweden, a feat she accomplished in 1867.  Born in 1841, Elfrida Andrée 

completed the organists' exam at the Royal Academy of Music in Stockholm in 1857, the 

youngest person ever to do so at age 16.  In a foreshadowing of later events, she was 

forced to take the exam in private, since women could not then be formally admitted to 

the Academy.  Andrée's diploma was worthless on the job market: existing laws in 

Sweden prohibited churches from hiring women as organists or even allowing them to 
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play as substitutes.  In spite of this, the young Andrée pursued a post at the church of St. 

Jacques in Stockholm, where the clergy vigorously opposed her application and she was 

ultimately refused a waiver from the law by the King of Sweden, on advice from the 

archbishop.  The law was upheld again the next year, (1860) citing the clergy's view that 

a woman playing the organ in church was “distracting, indecent, and disturbing to the 

atmosphere of meditation.”61 

Undaunted, Elfrida Andrée temporarily abandoned music to take up the cause of 

changing the law through activism, aided by her father, himself an ardent feminist.  They 

were successful: in 1861, Parliament approved a statutory amendment allowing women 

of full age (i.e. unmarried and above 25)62 to hold organist positions.  Six years later, 

Elfrida Andrée was unanimously named organist at the cathedral in Goteborg, Sweden on 

Palm Sunday, 1867.  She had won over seven male candidates and made history for 

sacred music in the Swedish Church.  Near the end of her life, after almost 63 years at the 

Cathedral, Andrée summed up her contribution this way: [that because of her work] 

“other women to whom the same vocation has been given will be able to continue their 

path without obstacles, humiliation, or difficulties.” 63 

Though Andrée succeeded in the ways important to her, her victory came with a 

price.  Male organists were not restricted with regard to marriage, but Andrée had to 

remain unmarried or lose her job. Perhaps this was the only way the church could 

reconcile with the problematic woman/body element I explored earlier in this treatise: 

Andrée had to take what amounted to vows of chastity in order to fulfill her vocation as a 

church musician.  
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This idea is borne out in the career of Jeanne Demessieux, celebrated French 

organist.  Born in 1921 in Montpellier, Demessieux is mostly known to music history as a 

secular musician.  She was one of the most famous concert organists of her generation, 

performing internationally in Europe and North America.  She also composed for the 

organ; her virtuosic Te Deum is part of the canon of organ literature, arguably the only 

piece by a woman composer in that category.  In addition to her secular career, 

Demessieux was a successful liturgical organist.  She received her first appointment at 

age twelve, at St.Esprit in Paris; she remained there for thirty years.  In 1962, she was 

named titular organist at the Church of the Madeleine, which was an extremely 

prestigious appointment as well as official recognition for her as a “grand organist” of 

Paris.  (She “cried with joy” upon news of the appointment.)64 Demessieux held that post 

until her untimely death in 1968.  

 Though Demessieux railed against the Vatican II reforms, a close reading of her 

biographies indicates no other problems with the clergy or any other element of her work 

as liturgical organist.  I suggest that an important reason for this was that she did not 

challenge the accepted “nun organist” cliché, and thus was able to practice her art 

undisturbed.  A closer look at her family background and musical philosophy will give 

some clues as to why this was. 

According to biographer Christiane Trieu-Colleney, Demessieux 

“Jeanne grandit au sein d’une famille très croyante qui mettait dans la pratique de 
la religion catholique toute la conviction d’une foi inebranlable.  Pour l’enfant, la 
meilleure facon façon d’honorer Dieu…c’etait de jouer de l’orgue.”  
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“was raised in a family of believers who put the full conviction of their 
unshakeable faith into the practice of the Catholic religion.  For Demessieux as a 
child, the best way to honor God was to play the organ [in the liturgy].”65 

It appears that Jeanne Demessieux maintained her childhood faith throughout her 

life.  Of her own playing in the liturgy, she mentions that she never played a service of 

complete improvisation, as her colleagues might: “A l’église, je joue beaucoup d’oeuvres 

écrites, sans banner les oeuvres moderns, ce qui me semblerait absurd…il faut improviser 

dans un style religieux.” “At church, I play a lot of written works, without excluding 

modern works, which would seem an absurdity….[but that when she did improvise]it is 

necessary to improvise in a religious style.”66 This is borne out in the recollection of Dr. 

Frank Speller, who heard her improvise at a Christmas mass at St. Esprit.  In 

correspondence with the author, he wrote that she improvised “in a quiet and very 

meditative style.  It was very beautiful and encouraged the best thoughts towards Christ 

and the mass.  She [also played] music of Messiaen's Nativity and I never heard better. 

 All of it moved me deeply.” 

In a similar vein, Demessieux maintained that “…au temple, c’est l’office qu’il 

faut avant tout server” On ne doit jamais chercher a briller, si grand soit-on.” "at church, 

it is the office that must be served above all else.  One should never try to be brilliant 

only for the sake of it."67 

Demessieux's piety and dedication to serving the office proved to be beneficial to 

her in her liturgical career.  Though the inclusion of Messiaen’s and presumably other 

“modern” works meant that she was unafraid to impose her true artistic vision in her 

liturgical work, her non-threatening lifestyle and persona may have served to balance this 

audacity in a way that was acceptable to the Parisian society and clergy of her era.   
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Demessieux’s similarity to the traditional nun-organist model is conspicuous 

(albeit without the cloister.) For example, Demessieux’s fragility due to the ill-health that 

plagued her throughout her life corresponds well to the image of a nun we have noted 

since Hildegardian days; she also remained unmarried and childless throughout her life, 

which also accords with the professed nun’s vows of chastity.  Moreover, the persona 

Demessieux presented to her public reinforced her devout, even virginal, image.  A 

comparison to some contemporary female musicians, some of whom manipulated their 

public images to attain their goals, may help clarify this argument. 

In 1903, Widor’s student Hélène Fleury became the first woman ever to be 

admitted to the prestigious Prix de Rome competition for that very coveted French prize 

for young composers; her prize in 1904 was touted as a triumph for women everywhere.68 

Thus began an interesting chapter in the long history of the Prix de Rome, perhaps most 

famously including the failure of Nadia Boulanger to win first prize in both 1908 and 

1909 even though  “on both occasions she was generally acknowledged to have written the 

best cantata.”69 

In 1913, Lili Boulanger brought part of the story to a conclusion when she was 

awarded first prize for her compositions, which helped found her successful career as a 

composer. Clearly, both sisters had ability, but why was Nadia Boulanger less successful 

in her Prix de Rome competition?  Research by Annegret Fauser suggests it may have 

had a great deal to do with the image both women presented to the French public.  The 

photograph of Nadia Boulanger with her all-male competitors for the 1908 competition 

presents an image of a hearty, professional woman.  She is seated in the center of the 

group, her hand firmly placed on a walking stick, in conversation with her colleagues.  In 
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other newspaper photographs, she is revealed again as “an elegantly dressed young 

woman, radiating beauty and modesty.”70 

 The elder Boulanger had gained a reputation based upon her already successful 

career as a pedagogue:  she was seen as a "femme nouvelle with the abilities necessary to 

achieve her goals in the male world of official art, she was tipped to win the 1909 Prix de 

Rome." 71  

Of course, she did not, in a scandalous upset.  That honor was to be reserved for 

her younger sister, who presented quite a different image to the public.  Lili Boulanger 

suffered from ill health to the extent that she was educated mainly at home with private 

tutors; she was able to draw on this as part of her image.  A witness to her sister's failure 

in the Prix de Rome, 

she developed--probably consciously--a different strategy…portraits and 
descriptions of her reveal a public persona carefully chosen and cultivated, which 
her physical frailty undoubtedly enhanced:  the divinely chosen genius in the 
fragile body of a beautiful child--the literary icon of the femme fragile.72 

 Lili Boulanger went further.  In the official portraits released during the time of 

the 1913 competition, Boulanger presents an image of herself as androgynous, "her pose 

and her clothes evoking the familiar image, replicated a thousandfold in family portraits, 

of a young adolescent boy in a sailor suit."73  In this way, Lili Boulanger effectively 

distanced herself from the threatening image of the professional woman or the femme 

nouvelle; the results speak for themselves.  

                                                
70 Ibid., 78. 
71 Ibid. 
72 Ibid., 81.  
73 Ibid. 
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Most significant to my argument is the parallel between the childlike, non-

threatening image of Lili Boulanger and the public persona of Jeanne Demessieux.  An 

excerpt from a review of Demessieux's American recital tour in 1953 bears this out: 

“She looked almost like a timid child as she came through a balcony door to take 
her place at the organ console, a slight figure in a simple, circular-skirted dress of 
light green silk, her short slightly auburn hair brushed back into a halo. Once 
seated, she proceeded as calmly as if she were playing something as simple as a 
spinet. But there the simplicity ended. . . .” 74 

Demessieux’s fragile appearance is mentioned fairly frequently in other reviews 

as well:  for example, reviewer Frank Cunkle touts her as “this frail-looking 

Frenchwoman.”75  

Jeanne Demessieux is still afforded cult status today as one of the greatest organ 

virtuosos of all time, a reputation she richly deserves.  Her early death at 47 remains 

somewhat of a mystery,76 as does the solitary nature of her personal life.  She herself 

spoke bitter words about her lifestyle fairly shortly before her death: 

Pour moi, cette preparation de carrière international suivie de vingt annèes de    
voyages solitaires me laisse l’âpre souvenir d’une jeunesse sans jeux ni sorties, ni 
camarades de mon âge… 

For me, this preparation for an international career, followed by twenty years of 
travelling alone, has left me with the bitter memory of a youth without games or 
outings, and without friends my own age…77 

Though Demessieux is speaking here mainly of her concert career and the toll it 

took on her health, I believe her liturgical career was connected to her solitary life as 

well.   I submit that the persona that was expected of a woman creating music in the 

Catholic Church outside a convent was exactly the persona Demessieux adopted and 
                                                
74 http://www.thediapason.com/The-American-Recital-Tours-of-Jeanne-Demessieux-article4129, accessed 
November 12, 2008.   
75 http://www.thediapason.com/The-American-Recital-Tours-of-Jeanne-Demessieux-article4129, accessed 
November 12, 2008. 
76 Christiane Trieu-Colleney.  Jeanne Demessieux, Une vie de luttes et la gloire, 228. 
77 Ibid., 225. 
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lived, to her own detriment, it would seem.  Yet it was perhaps because she fit the image 

and model so well that for thirty-five years she was able to play for the liturgy at the 

organ console of two Catholic churches in Paris without facing the same negative 

consequences experienced by other women of her profession.   
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Chapter 3: Focus on Rolande Falcinelli 

BIOGRAPHY 

Rolande Falcinelli was born in Paris in 1920.  Though members of her family 

were visual artists, the young Rolande was drawn more to music and dance, choosing 

music as her career in childhood.  Falcinelli’s family was unconventional for their era in 

that they were non-believers in a deity and did not adhere to any religion.78  Perhaps this 

explains why Falcinelli’s first love was the piano and not the organ:  had she been 

exposed to the organ each Sunday in the Catholic Mass, she might well have discovered 

her affinity for it earlier. Falcinelli’s family celebrated her prodigious musical gifts and 

encouraged her early attempts at composition.  

Falcinelli’s childhood was overshadowed by a chronic illness, which she 

sometimes had to hide from her family for fear that they would insist on her reducing her 

rigorous practice of the piano.79 In spite of her less-than perfect health, she entered the 

Paris Conservatory as a pianist in 1932, where she excelled both as a soloist and 

collaborative musician:  she learned the orchestral reductions for much of the operatic 

repertoire and was able to play all the Wagnerian operas even into her old age.80  

Falcinelli assumed she would have a career as a pianist, but the war interrupted those 

plans.  The Nazi occupation of Paris included the occupation of the Conservatory; as a 

governmental institution, it was a political target.   The few faculty members who 

remained during the occupation did not include her chosen piano professor, but they did 

                                                
78 Stéphane Detournay.  “Rolande Falcinelli:  Une Esthétique de la Synthèse”.  (PhD diss., Université 
Charles de Gaulle - Lille-III, 2001), 270. 
79 Stéphane Detournay and Rolande Falcinelli.   Souvenirs et Regards: entretiens avec Rolande Falcinelli. 
(Tournai, Belgium:  Belgique Association Collegium Musicum, 1987). 
80 Sylviane Falcinelli.  http://www.augure- autourdejeanguillou.org/RolandeFalcinelli/RFmainFR.html, 
accessed November 12, 2008. 
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include Marcel Dupré, head of the organ department.  With limited options, Falcinelli 

chose to study the organ and entered Dupré’s class in 1942, having previously started 

organ study with her colleague Gaston Litaize.81 As she was fond of recounting later, her 

whole organ career thus began “by accident!” Falcinelli also continued her composition 

studies with Henri Busser.  She had already received the Prix Rossini, the Conservatory’s 

composition prize, in 1941, the first woman to achieve that honor.82 

The former pianist was a quick study on the organ:  she distinguished herself in 

every aspect of her organ and composition studies and began what was to become a close 

professional relationship with Dupré that would mark her entire career.  Indeed, one of 

her main legacies has been her recordings of Dupré’s music and the perpetuation of his 

ideas in her teaching, writings, and ideas on interpretation.  

In 1945 Falcinelli was named titulaire des grandes orgues at the Sacré-Coeur 

Basilica in Montmartre, Paris; at age 26, she was the first woman in the history of Paris to 

preside over such a prestigious console.83  The organ at Sacré-Coeur was then and is 

today one of the most important instruments in Paris, on par with those of Notre Dame de 

Paris, St.Sulpice, Ste. Clotilde, La Trinité, and St. Roch.  It had originally been the 

property of Baron Albert de l’Epée, commissioned from organ builder Aristide Cavaillé-

Coll.  When it was built in 1898, it was the “most monumental organ” the celebrated 

builder had constructed to date; the organs of Notre-Dame and Saint-Sulpice were 

reconstructions of it.84 The organ was subsequently sold back to the builders and 

reinstalled in Sacré-Coeur in 1913.  Widor and Dupré inaugurated the instrument in 1919.  

                                                
81 Sylviane Falcinelli. http://www.augure-autourdejeanguillou.org/RolandeFalcinelli/RFmainFR.html, 
accessed November 12, 2008. 
82 Norbert Dufourcq.  “L’Orgue: Cahiers et Mémoires.  Rolande Falcinelli et la classe d’orgue du 
conservatoire.” (Paris:  L’Association des Amis de l’Orgue, 1981), 3. 
83 Ibid. 
84 http://www.uquebec.ca/musique/orgues/france/scoeurp.html, accessed October 10, 2008. 
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In spite of the prestige of the appointment and the beauty of the organ, Falcinelli 

left this dream post in 1973, (unofficially in 1963), “happy to recover her freedom…and 

with no good memories of Sacré-Coeur”85 to pursue a predominantly secular career as 

pedagogue, recitalist, and composer.   

During her time as organist at Sacré-Coeur, Falcinelli married German radio 

producer Felix Otto and gave birth to their daughter, Sylviane Falcinelli, in 1956.   

Falcinelli was appointed organ professor at the Paris Conservatory in 1955, a post 

she retained until her retirement in 1986.  Under her direction, improvisation and 

repertoire began to be taught separately in the Conservatory.86  She was a well-loved and 

successful pedagogue, counting among her students renowned organists Naji Hakim, 

Pierre Pincemaille, Andre Isoir, Philippe Lefèbvre, Odile Pierre, Daniel Roth, and 

Philippe Brandeis.87 Alongside her pedagogical work, she became a well-known recitalist 

in Canada, the U.S.A. and Europe, performing her own works as well as the established 

literature. Her concert improvisations were among the greatest of the era. 

Falcinelli was a prolific composer.  She wrote vocal, piano, orchestral, choral, and 

chamber works of virtually every possible combination in addition to her large output for 

organ.  Her organ works include compositions for organ duo as well as organ in 

combination with viola, flute, cello, and voice.  These works corresponded with the goal 

she shared with Dupré, that being to create a chamber music for the organ similar to the 

large repertoire of that genre that exists for piano, violin, and other mainstream Western 

art instruments.88 

                                                
85 Sylviane Falcinelli, email to author, May 2008. 
86 Norbert Dufourcq, “L’Orgue: Cahiers et Mémoires.  Rolande Falcinelli et la classe d’orgue du 
conservatoire”, 48. 
87 Ibid. 
88 Falcinelli, Rolande. Kénose: opus 68 pour violoncello et orgue. (France: Editions Delatour France, 
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Rolande Falcinelli died in 2006, mourned internationally by the organ world.   

Though Falcinelli herself minimized the importance of her post at Sacré Coeur in 

proportion to the rest of her career, it nevertheless was an extremely significant 

achievement, not just personally, but in the context of the history of women creating 

music in the Catholic Church.  For this reason, I would like to examine some aspects of 

the social, religious, and organ culture from this period to try to understand the 

circumstances through which she was named to this prestigious post, and what the 

implications were to the organ world both at home and abroad.   

The year, 1945, was clearly significant.  In Canada and the United States, for 

example, World War II had done a great deal to change the perception of women, since 

so many had served the war effort or taken over “men’s work” at home while the men 

were fighting the war. Some implications of the war from the perspective of the French 

organ world are illustrated by Norbert Dufourcq’s remarks from the 1947 edition of 

Orgue magazine:  

 A l’heure ou la France a perdu nombre de ses fils, très peu de jeunes gens se 
sentient touchés par la vocation de l’orgue.  Mis a part  Jehan Alain et Jean 
Claude Touche qui ont disparu à la guerre, aucun home muni du Premier Prix 
n’est sorti depuis plusieurs années de la classe d’orgue du Convervatoire de Paris, 
a l’exception d’un étranger.  En grand nombre, les jeunes filles se sont portées sur 
notre instrument.  Souhaitons qu’elles lui fassent honneur.  Saluons ici comme 
elles le meritent, les talents de Mlles M L Girod, Demessieux, Raffy, Falcinelli, 
Aubutt, Lagache et Thouvenot.  Qu’elles trouvent beaucoup d’imitatrices! Et les 
tribunes parisiennes seront accueillantes aux fées habilés à executer ou à 
improviser, et versés dans la liturgie.89 

At a time when France has lost a number of her sons, very few young people 
seem drawn to the vocation of organist.  Excepting Jehan Alain and Jean Claude 
Touche who passed away in the war, in recent years no man who has received a 
Premier Prix has emerged from the organ class of the Paris Conservatory except a 
foreigner.  In great numbers, young girls have taken to our instrument.  We hope 
they do it honor.  Let us acknowledge as they deserve, the talents of Mlles M L 
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Girod, Demessieux, Raffy, Falcinelli, Aubutt, Lagaché and Thouvenot.  We hope 
they find many imitators! And that the tribunes of Paris will be welcoming to 
these able fairies to execute or improvise in the liturgy.”  

Of course, by 1947, Falcinelli the “able fairy” was already serving the liturgy at 

Sacré Coeur, having been named the previous year upon the death of her predecessor, 

Ludovic Panel.  Panel was a native of Normandy, linking him to Marcel Dupré, also a 

native son of that region. It is likely that Dupré was behind Falcinelli being named 

substitute organist at the Basilica in the year preceding her eventual appointment90 while 

Panel was suffering from his final illness; this meant that she was already well known to 

the clergy there when they appointed her as titulaire.91 In spite of the smooth transition 

that marked this beginning, challenges and insurmountable problems lay ahead for 

Falcinelli at her new post. 

One of the unique aspects of the Basilica of the Sacré Coeur is its tradition of the 

“Perpetual Adoration” of the sacraments, meaning that silence must be observed at all 

times during the day and night, except when mass is celebrated.92  The implications of 

this observance are extremely detrimental to a musician, since it excludes practice, public 

performance, and general use of the organ.  Though Falcinelli would have been aware of 

these restrictions when she began her appointment, her daughter notes that working 

around them became extremely frustrating.  

                                                
90 Norbert Dufourcq, “L’Orgue: Cahiers et Mémoires.  Rolande Falcinelli et la classe d’orgue du 
conservatoire”, 3.  
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doctrine, “perpetual adoration”, that is, 24 hour silence, must be observed to show them due reverence.  
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“…she was organist of one of the most beautiful organs in Paris... and the sadness 

to be organist of a beautiful organ where concerts are prohibited since the church is 

constantly dedicated to the “Adoration Perpétuelle!”93 

However, Falcinelli’s problems at Sacré Coeur had more to do with conflict with 

the clergy regarding her improvisational and musical language. She said in an interview 

cited in L’Orgue magazine,  

“Au Sacré-Coeur, j'étais souvent brimé par un clergé qui ne supportait pas le 
moindre accord un peu "moderne". J'aurais meme pu jouer n'importe quoi sur les 
voix celestas, du moment que cela ne faisait pas de bruit.”94  

“At Sacré-Coeur, I was often repressed by a clergy that did not tolerate any chord 
that was in the least bit “modern”. I could have played anything using the voix 
celesta as long as it didn’t make any noise.”  

As one of the great improvisers and composers of her time, Falcinelli was unable 

to bear artistic repression of this magnitude. Relations between her and the clergy of the 

Basilica deteriorated.  The result was that from about 1963 onward, she named her 

student Daniel Roth to play mass three weekends a month, limiting her time at the 

console to only one weekend, a very odd situation indeed for the titular organist.95 

Rolande Falcinelli resigned her post at Sacré Coeur in 1973, but she had not 

actually played the organ as full-fledged titular there since 1963.  Though Falcinelli’s 

prodigious gifts as an improviser, composer, and virtuoso suited her exactly for that 

vocation, she never held a post as a liturgical organist again.  Not one of her prestigious 

colleagues chose to end their liturgical vocation in the way that Falcinelli did.  Why was 

her tenure at Sacré Coeur so marked with conflict, and why did Falcinelli choose to end it 

completely to pursue different musical paths?   
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Former student and later titular at Sacré Coeur Naji Hakim has this to say in 

response: “My understanding is that the esthetical direction of Madame Falcinelli wasn't 

appreciated by the clergy of the time.”96 

This accords with Falcinelli’s own statement about the clergy’s negative reception 

of her “modern” chords.  But was her aesthetic direction the only problem? A comparison 

of her relations with the clergy and those of her colleagues is revealing.  During the years 

1945-73, Jean Langlais was organist at Ste. Clotilde, Olivier Messiaen at La Trinité, 

Marcel Dupré at St. Sulpice, and Pierre Cochereau at Notre Dame. All of these legendary 

organists were famous for their improvisations and organ compositions, which certainly 

did not exclude “modern” chords; the contrary was the norm. For example, in a 

comparison between Charles Tournemire’s and Jean Langlais’s improvisational styles, 

Ann Labounsky notes that “Langlais’s harmony is more dissonant.”97 Messiaen had 

known some curtailing of his improvisational work at La Trinité but it was not due to 

complaints from the clergy.  Rather, when asked if the different curés at La Trinité were 

not bewildered or put off by the audacity of his music, Messiaen responded that 

“Ils n’ont pas été effarés parce que les vérites que j’exprime, les Vérites de la Foi, 
sont terribles; ce sont des contes de fées, tour a tour mysterieux, déchirants, 
glorieux, quelquefois térrifiants, reposant tourjours sur une Réalité lumineuse et 
immuable…non, les prêtres n’etaient pas effarés, mais les paroissiens l’etaient 
parce qu’ils ne connaissent pas toujours les texts…”98 

They were not confounded by it because the truths that I express, the Truths of the 
Faith, are terrible; they are tales of fairies, in turn mysterious, heartrending, 
glorious, sometimes terrifying, resting always on a Reality infused with light and 
immutable…no, the priests were not bewildered, but the parishioners were 
because they didn’t always know the texts.  
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With this in mind, it seems fair to say that Falcinelli’s musical language was no 

more dissonant, unusual, or “modern” than that of her colleagues.  Certainly, it was not 

more jarring to the average parishioner’s ear than that of Olivier Messiaen.  In an 

interview with the author, international concert organist and acclaimed improviser Pierre 

Pincemaille (Falcinelli’s student at the Paris Conservatory from 1975-79) confirmed that 

Falcinelli’s improvisation did not differ significantly from that of her colleagues, that it 

was not more dissonant, but rather “toujours audible, raisonnable, centré dans la tradition 

de l’école francaise.”99 “always listenable, reasonable, centered in the tradition of the 

French school.” 

Was it that Falcinelli had a difficult personality that invited conflict with the 

clergy? Pincemaille recollected that she “did not know how to be a diplomat,”100 which 

must have caused her some conflict.  But her long, successful career at the Paris 

Conservatory indicates that she was capable of sustaining successful relationships within 

an institution for an extended period of time.  Moreover, she was greatly beloved by her 

students, as evidenced by former student Francine Guiberteau’s comment: “Il ne m’est 

pas très facile de parler de Rolande Falcinelli.  On est toujours un peu gené de parler de 

ce qu’on aime beaucoup.”101 “It’s not very easy for me to speak of Rolande Falcinelli; 

one is always bit shy to speak of that which we love very much.”  

Falcinelli remained a respected colleague and favorite of Dupré until his death; 

she was even invited to play at his funeral.  Even without that honor, her long career at 

the Conservatoire attests to her professionalism.  
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If her musical language and her personality were not the cause, then, I submit that 

the problems Falcinelli faced at Sacré Coeur were related to her lack of conformity to the 

nun-organist model tacitly expected of a woman answering the vocation of liturgical 

organist in a Catholic Church.  In brief, that model featured a celibate, childless life, 

(possibly) physical ill-health, a bent toward mysticism, and piety.  We have seen these 

themes emphasized throughout my brief survey of women who have created music in the 

Catholic Church:  mysticism and ill-health in the case of Hildegard, whose celibacy and 

piety, along with that of Raffaella Aleotti, is implied by her cloistered life; a celibate 

lifestyle in the case of Elfrida Andrée, as a condition of her employment, and celibacy, 

ill-health, and piety in the case of Jeanne Demessieux.    

Though Falcinelli did fit the nun-organist model in some respects, in the most 

important aspects she deviated from it.  She was not a pious Catholic.  Her upbringing 

had imbued her with a humanist worldview, which became increasingly ecumenical 

throughout her life.  There was no question regarding her profound spirituality and 

mystical nature, but this manifested itself in her art in complex ways that defy easy 

categorization.  Yet her self-identification as a mystic links her with other creative 

women who gained access to musical life in the Catholic Church by using that method of 

gaining authority and credibility. Also noteworthy is that illness affected her throughout 

her life, linking her to the many sickly girl children betrothed as nuns because of their 

lack of good health. 

Of course the most glaring lack of conformity to the model tacitly expected by the 

clergy and society of her era lay in the fact that Falcinelli did not live a childless, celibate 

life: during her time at Sacré-Coeur she became pregnant and gave birth to her daughter 

Sylviane.  Earlier in this treatise, I discussed the ways in which the Catholic Church made 

spirituality and maleness synonymous, with femaleness inextricably relegated to the 
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decidedly less holy realms of earthiness, flesh and the body: “Within the Christian 

tradition (particularly by way of Augustine and Bernard of Clairvaux), women become 

identified with the abjectly threatening flesh, that is, with any demonic, unspiritual forces 

and impulses.”102  It followed that women were excluded from creative work in the 

church in large part because of their connection with the earthy, bodily aspect: by 

definition, they were touted as not capable of transcending their flesh in a way fitting to 

service in the liturgy.  Though centuries had passed since much of this doctrine had been 

initiated by the Church patriarchs, its legacy continued to affect women who wished to 

create music in the Catholic Church.  In this context, then, we can better understand how 

unusual—and at most extreme, offensive—Falcinelli’s pregnancy may have seemed to 

the clergy and others in 1956 Parisian Catholic culture.  
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Opus 57 1975 Canzon per sonar, for organ and 2 violas 
Opus 58 1975 Inventions, for harpsichord 
Opus 59 1975-6 Le Mystère de la Sainte Messe, for 2 organs(unfinished) 
Opus 60 1976 Tétrade, for viola and organ 
Opus 61 1977 Azân, for flute and organ 
Opus 62 1978 Quand sonnera le glas, for voice and organ 
Opus 63 1978 Psaume XIII, for baritone and organ 
Opus 64 1979 Aphorismes, for piano and organ 
Opus 65 1980 Psautier, for soprano and orchestra:  Les souffrances du Sauveur, 

Le lieu sécret de la sécurite, Prière pour la delivrance. 
Opus 66 1981 Krishna-Gopala, for solo flute 
Opus 67 1983 Épure et Méandres, for organ 
Opus 68 1983 Kénose, for violincello and organ 
Opus 69  Missa Brevissima 
Opus 70 1986 Récurrence, for viola and piano 
Opus 71 1987 Sine Nomine, for viola and piano 
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Opus 72 1988 Trinomio, for oboe and English horn: Preliminare, Fugato il 
contrappunto delle voci, e Piccole variazioni. 

Opus 73 1988 Sonatina per scherzare for organ 
Opus 74 1989 Marana Tha, for orchestra:  Invocation, Fulgurances et Clairs-

obscurs, Amen.  Text based on “I am the Alpha and the Omega” 
from Revelation.  

OVERVIEW OF COMPOSITIONS 

Rolande Falcinelli’s opus dates from 1937-1984, and includes many of the typical 

compositional tendencies of the twentieth century.  For example, Falcinelli wrote in a 

neo-classical style from the years 1950 to around 1962; her works in the 1960s and 1970s 

reflect the avid interest in Eastern or “Oriental” culture during those decades, and the 

attempts made by many musicians and artists to assimilate the musical language of that 

“other” into Western culture.  Atonality is in general not a part of Falcinelli’s musical 

language, used only in one composition (The Sermon on the Mount, 1971-2) to depict the 

chaos of the crowd.  Her rich and unique musical language can generally be described as 

based on extended tonality, in the highly chromatic, tonally vague Straussian or 

Wagnerian tradition; its harmonic language is lush, sensuous, and sometimes dissonant.   

Falcinelli makes frequent use of theme and variations, berceuses, and free forms 

in her compositions.  Many examples of free forms are found in her Miniatures, Suites, 

Prières, Poemes, and Mass movements.   Works from her neo-classical period abound in 

more conventional forms such as Fugues and one Sonatina.  Later works employ more 

unusual forms harking back to earlier periods, such as the Baroque Canzona and 

Ricercare or the Medieval Rondeau.  Specific examples of these include the Prélude et 

fugue sur le nom de Jean Sebastien Bach, Op.27, 1950, for voice and piano or 

harpsichord, Cinq Chorals sur l’antienne du magnificat du Saint-Sacrément, for organ, 

Op.28, 1950-1 (dedicated “In Memoriam Jean-Sebastien Bach”—composed for the 

bicentennial of Bach’s death), and the Memorial Mozart, suite for harpsichord or piano 
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Op.35, from 1956.  The movements for the latter pay tribute to the Baroque keyboard 

suite tradition, though the particular combination Falcinelli uses here of Préambule, 

Ricercare, Gavotte, Récitatif, and Toccata is a departure from the Baroque norm.    

Falcinelli’s work is often based on literature, both sacred and secular.  Poets Paul 

Fort, Theophile Gautier, Arthur Rimbaud, Saint-Georges de Bouhelier, Tristan Dereme, 

Pierre Bertin, and Omar Khayyam inspired her works, as did sacred scriptures from 

Christianity, Islam, and other world religions.  Since improvisation forms such an 

important part of her musical personality both as a performer and pedagogue, several of 

her works are transcriptions of improvisations she performed in concert.  Prophétie 

d’après Ezechial and Poème en forme d’Improvisation are explicit examples of these; her 

Petit Livre de Prières may well be reminiscent of liturgical improvisations she made at 

Sacré Coeur.     

Falcinelli’s biographer Stéphane Detournay notes that the composer herself 

divided her compositional output into three main periods: formative, mature, and late 

works.  She demarcates her first period from 1937-45, through Opus 23, and her second 

period from 1946-61, through Opus 38.  Detournay marks the year 1950 as the beginning 

of her mature period with her Opus 27 organ work dedicated to J.S. Bach; this 

demarcation highlights the beginning of her neo-classical period, which lasted about a 

decade.  The end of the second period is marked by a short lull in compositional output.  

1964 sees a new start with the Opus 40 piano work Résonances poétiques, but the 1960s 

were not a time of prolific output for Falcinelli.  She began a new direction in the next 

decade with her work in Iranian music, a decade that saw a marked increase in her 

compositional work. Though a detailed study of the implications of Falcinelli’s 

assimilation of traditional Persian music into her compositions is beyond the scope of this 
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treatise, I will give a brief overview of some of the reasons for Falcinelli’s adoption of 

these non-Western cultural elements and a mention of the works themselves.   

In 1960, the Centre d’Etudes de Musique Orientale, or CEMO, was formed in the 

University of Paris-Sorbonne in 1960 by Nelly Caron.103  The formation of CEMO 

coincided with the zeitgeist of that decade, a time when a whole generation of Westerners 

became fascinated by Eastern cultures.  In France, this movement was anticipated by 

Boulez in 1952 with his Le Marteau sans maitre, which evoked African rhythms and 

used the sound of the gamelan,104 and even earlier by Messiaen in 1935, when he 

incorporated melodic shapes and rhythmic formulae from Sanskrit treatises into the solo 

organ work La Nativité du Seigneur. In 1962, Messiaen wrote his Sept Haikai, recreating 

the gagaku music of the Imperial Japanese court that he had heard during a recent trip to 

that country; Stockhausen’s Telemusik electronique attempted to reflect “the music of the 

whole world, of all countries and all races.” 105  

In 1960, Falcinelli met Caron and her colleague at CEMO Dariouche Safvate, 

both specialists in Iranian music.  Fascinated, Falcinelli began a serious study of that 

tradition with Caron as her mentor.106  (Falcinelli’s great interest in Middle Eastern 

culture was also sparked by an aspect of her upbringing:  her mother had traveled 

extensively in the Middle East, and had imparted a love and familiarity with Middle-

Eastern cultures to the young Rolande.)107 

During this time, Falcinelli was also inspired by the teaching and performances at 

CEMO by musicians who had immigrated to France from India, China, Vietnam, and 

Iran. Detournay writes that these years gave Falcinelli 
                                                
103 Stéphane Detournay, “Une Esthétique d’une Synthèse”, 239. 
104 Ibid., 240. 
105 Ibid. 
106 Ibid., 250. 
107 Ibid., 223. 
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“l’occasion de contacts étroits et privilegies qui firent evoluer, non seulement sa 

conception musicale, mais qui alimenterent substantiellement sa reflexion esthétique,  
spirituelle et philosophique.”108 
 
“the opportunity for direct and privileged contacts which helped her evolve, not only 
musically, but in her aesthetics, spirituality, and philosophy.” 

The result of Falcinelli’s study of Iranian culture is seen in several of her 

compositions from the 1970s:  Mathnavi, Op.50, Quatrains d’Omar Khayyam, Op.51, 

Miniatures persanes, Op.52, and Azan, Op.61; this last work was based on scriptures 

from the Koran.  (An earlier cycle of works for organ written from 1948-60, Poèmes-

Études op.26, represents her first foray into integrating non-Western elements into her 

composition—in this case from India.)109 Falcinelli became “demotivated” in relation to 

her Iranian work after the death of Nelly Caron and the restructuring of the CEMO in the 

late 70’s, whereupon she became less focused on that area.110  Despite her departure from 

specific Middle Eastern reference points, the philosophies she had internalized from this 

period continued to inform her later compositions.    

Detournay does not give specific dates or demarcation points for Falcinelli’s last 

period.  Presumably, it would stretch from 1961 until her death in 2006, but this long and 

varied period would be problematic because her output was so eclectic during this time.  

Whatever Falcinelli’s own feelings were on the subject, they have not been documented, 

so I will leave a periodization of her last four decades for future research.  

                                                
108 Ibid., 243. 
109 Ibid., 229. 
110 Ibid., 254. 
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Chapter 4:  The feminine aesthetic in musicology, and examples of it in 
Falcinelli’s compositions. 

The short history of women musicians and the Catholic Church that I have 

included above suggests that it would be naïve to examine Falcinelli’s career and 

compositions without placing them in that historical/cultural context.  Though her 

training and musical experience were very similar to those of her male colleagues 

(Litaize, Langlais, Cochereau, and the like), Falcinelli’s gender placed her in a cultural 

context that was worlds apart from the one they inhabited.  As such, her career and 

personal life unfolded differently from theirs.  

Similarly, it is impossible for me to convey an honest analysis of Falcinelli’s 

compositions unless I take her gender into account.  This gender-centered approach is 

already self-evident and taken for granted in the disciplines of film, theatre, and visual 

art, to name a few; only the study of music has resisted such approaches until surprisingly 

recently (the early 1990’s).  The reasons for this are complex, and I will only attempt a 

very limited explanation here.   

Since music is the only art form that is aural instead of visual (though of course 

the western emphasis on scores makes this a loaded statement), it has been easier for 

musicologists to present it as “operating on ‘purely musical’ procedures”111 [which] 

assume that “music is fully autonomous and has no connection with the cultural context in 

which it is produced”.112 Without having to grapple with the more clear cut cultural 

representations inherent in the other arts, musicologists before the 1990s have chosen to 

                                                
111 Susan McClary, Conventional Wisdom:  The Content of Musical Form (Berkeley:  University of 
California  Press, 2000), 2. 
112 Sally Macarthur. Feminist Aesthetics in Music.  (Westport, Connecticut:  Greenwood Press, 2002), 
108. 
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interpret music as “pure” and “absolute”, without cultural and gender mappings and 

“[resisting] the idea that [it] performs cultural work.”113 

In general, then, gender issues have not been a part of the curriculum that music 

historians have built over the decades of the twentieth century.  As I mentioned earlier, 

this has only become part of the musicological discourse in about the last twenty years; 

Suzanne Cusick’s well-known article “Eve…blowing in our ears”, bears this out when 

she describes her fruitless search for articles about women in the mainstream music 

journals from 1920 and on.114  Therefore, before the recent rebirth of the subject, if any 

interested party wanted to learn about gender and its relation to music, the type of 

rhetoric she might find to instruct her might well be the “purple prose” of historian 

George Upton’s history of music from 1891. He explains that women have “failed” as 

creators and composers because: 

 “she herself is emotional by temperament and nature, and cannot project herself 
outwardly…she lives in emotion, and acts from emotion.  She feels its 
influences…but not as man looks at them.  He sees them in their full play, and can 
reproduce them in musical notation…it is probably as difficult for her to express 
them as it would be to explain them.”115 

Upton further notes that “when the emotions lose their force with age, her musical 

power weakens.”116 

Such writing is offensive to our present age, and we are at pains to distance 

ourselves from it.  We are much more comfortable asserting the notion that male and 

female composers are indistinguishable, that women write “the same” as men do, that we 

are blind to gender difference—and this is usually perceived as the progressive view in 

                                                
113 Ibid., 107. 
114 Suzanne Cusick. “‘Eve…blowing in our ears’? Toward a history of music scholarship on women in the 
twentieth century." (Women and Music 2001.) 
115 George P. Upton. Woman in Music.  (Chicago: A.C. McClurg and Company, 1892), 23. 
116 Ibid., 24. 
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music faculties. Yet in some respects, such an approach is just as outdated as Upton’s, in 

that it ignores difference and the unlevel playing field that women musicians and 

composers have been confronting for centuries.  

Current discussions of the feminine aesthetic in music take as a starting point the 

intentions and agency of the composer herself in creating that music. Related to this is the 

question of whether the composer “self-identifies” as a woman composer.  These tenets 

have become fundamental, since adhering to them strengthens the scholar’s hand in 

addressing certain problems this branch of musicology has uncovered in its short history.   

One of these problems has been the idea that if there is a feminine aesthetic in 

music, then it follows that women can’t help writing as women, and men can’t help 

writing as men. This debate raged among women composers when the 

musicology/women’s studies discipline was first gaining momentum, in the early 1980s. 

Many composers were loath to commit themselves to a category they felt was demeaning 

or restrictive to their music; they insisted that they were composers first, women second, 

and that their gender had nothing to do with how they composed. Part of this was based 

on the fear that they would not be taken seriously in their field if they were “women 

composers” instead of simply “composers.” certainly a legitimate concern. Others took 

the opposite view, stating that indeed their gender was reflected in their compositions. 

Both points of view are in evidence in the survey results Elaine Barkin published in 

Perspectives of New Music in 1981.117 She had asked eighteen women composers 

questions ranging from whether there is a women’s voice, musically speaking, the effects 

of mothering on composition, the biggest problem for women composers, and so on.  

Concerning ideas on the distinct aesthetic of women’s compositions, Miriam Gideon, 

Sandra Cotton, Pozzi Escot, Annea Lockwood, Priscilla McLean gave the matter serious 

                                                
117 Elaine Barkin. “In Response.” Perspectives of New Music.  20 (Autumn 1981): 288-329. 
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contemplation and agreed (for various reasons) that a distinct aesthetic does indeed exist, 

whereas the other women interviewed did not think so.118  

A third side in this debate from the 1980s put forward the idea that since women 

had been schooled in a male aesthetic of Western art for so long, it would impossible to 

detect a feminine aesthetic until women were free from that cultural encoding.  As Susan 

McClary puts it, “History does not offer a separate women’s musical culture, complete 

with styles or performing institutions of its own, from which position a female composer 

can bargain or negotiate.  There is, in other words, no traditional woman’s voice.” 119 

Australian composer Moya Henderson sums up some of these different 

viewpoints very succinctly when she says, 

 “I don't set out to write a woman's music specifically.  How could a woman do 
this consciously?  Surely it is a quality of a woman's music that takes care of 
itself.  The only way I see of nurturing it is to write from the deepest levels of my 
experience and personality.  Hopefully this ensures that the work is profoundly 
human and therefore well able to speak to women and men alike.  But does my 
being a woman, and consequently different in culture as much as gender, give 
idiosyncratic qualities to the work itself?  We hardly know what we are talking 
about here.  Western art music has been men's music for so long.  It may take 
many years before women are able to exploit the richness of their difference; or 
maybe that is already happening and only the recognition of it is lacking.”120 

Though Henderson meant her question (how a woman could consciously set out 

to write “women’s music”) to be rhetorical, in fact there are examples of women who 

have composed in exactly that manner.  Minnesota composer Janika Vandervelde has 

contributed to this genre with her piano trio Genesis II.  The piece opens with a musical 

image of childbirth; it also makes use of inverted musical clichés. 121 For example, we are 
                                                
118 Ruth Anderson, Anne E. Deane, Emma Lou Diemer, Vivian Fine, Anne LeBaron, Shulamit Ran, 
Kathleen St. John, Sheila Silver, Laurie Spiegel, Diane Thome, Elizabeth Vercoe, and Marilyn Ziffrin were 
those composers interviewed who did not feel there was a distinct feminine aesthetic in music. 
119 Susan McClary.  Feminine Endings:  Music, Gender, and Sexuality.  (Minnesota:  University of   
Minnesota Press, 1992), 114. 
120 Sally Macarthur. Feminist Aesthetics in Music, 157. 
121 Susan McClary.  Feminine Endings. 120. 
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used to the “feminine” or “subordinate” theme being presented after the “masculine” or 

“main” theme in Western music, but here Vandervelde begins with the “feminine” theme.  

All this is done deliberately to “produce an alternative to the dominant discourse she had 

internalized in the course of her training.”122 

Vandervelde’s writing is an example of a woman consciously setting out to create 

music with a feminine aesthetic.  Genesis II might well be touted as a “textbook 

example” of this extreme of the spectrum of the genre:  it includes intention and agency 

of the composer, compositional techniques revised to support the politic, uniquely female 

themes such as childbirth.  However, there are more subtle examples of the feminine 

aesthetic in women’s compositions which may use some of these techniques or 

approaches, but not all.  A less overt approach might feature the use of female leads or 

powerful female characters in operatic works, female driven story lines, allusions to 

female saints, and the like.  For example, Hildegard’s extensive opus indicates that she 

had a marked preference for creating works devoted to female saints and martyrs and 

female theological themes. Her feminine theological writings alone make a strong case 

for her music being interpreted within the realm of the feminine aesthetic because it 

indicates her intention in this regard.  (Of course, this intention must be understood in the 

context of her medieval culture.) As I will show later, Falcinelli shows her own agency in 

creating works with a women’s aesthetic by her use of female protagonists, women’s solo 

and choral voices, a predilection for works honoring female saints, and common use of 

woman-centred chants, among other methods and themes.  This aspect and interpretation 

of Falcinelli’s compositional intentions is less clear cut than Vandervelde’s, but I believe 

it is valid based upon a close reading of her biography and opus.   

                                                
122 Ibid.   
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On the spectrum of women’s compositions that imply a feminine aesthetic, it is 

the more subtly shaded works of the women’s writing tradition that call for more precise 

definition and explanation.  After all, there is no shortage of music based on chants to the 

Virgin, or music honoring female saints and characters of all kinds.  What then, is the 

distinction between those works and Falcinelli’s?  For example, should we assume that 

Charles Tournemire was purposely creating a feminine aesthetic with his organ work 

composed for the Feast of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary?  Or that Jeanne 

Demessieux’s inclusion of the Stabat Mater in her chorale preludes makes her a woman 

composing women’s music instead of simply a composer of organ music?   The answer is 

no, in both cases: Tournemire’s L’Orgue Mystique, which includes the Assumption, 

covers all weeks of the liturgical year, meaning his intention was not to highlight a 

female saint specially; her gender notwithstanding, Demessieux’s opus does not 

emphasize any aspect of the feminine culture and so her Stabat Mater has no special 

significance from that standpoint.  In contrast to these composers, Falcinelli’s awareness 

of and attraction toward female themes and culture informs her works, personal life, and 

career.  It is this difference that forms the basis of my examination of her compositions 

and informs my research approach.    

What evidence do we have of Falcinelli’s emphasis on the feminine in her work 

and life?  In other words, how do we know she self-identified consciously as a woman in 

her artistic life? 

A significant clue to begin this discussion is the history behind Falcinelli’s family 

name, which is matriarchal rather than patriarchal.  Falcinelli’s visual artist mother 

Jeanne continued to sign her paintings with her birth name “Falcinelli” even after she 

married, and Rolande continued that matriarchal Italian family name herself rather than 
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carrying her father’s name.123  (He had died before she knew him, which may have 

influenced her choice as well.)124  She chose not to change her last name upon her 

marriage; later, calling her daughter Sylviane Falcinelli continued the matriarchal 

tradition.  Such choices can only denote a strong feminine self-portrait on Falcinelli’s 

part.  We can also infer that because Falcinelli’s mother used her birth name exclusively 

for her visual art, the name implied creative work for Rolande Falcinelli. 

Though Falcinelli’s personal choices are certainly relevant and revealing to this 

discussion, an examination of the subjects and themes of her compositions may be even 

more compelling. Throughout her works, her predilection for women’s themes and 

characterizations manifests itself clearly.  Some examples of this show up early, in her 

Op.16 work for women’s chorus and orchestra Orphelia or the Op.19 Danse de Nymphes, 

for women’s chorus and orchestra.  The Petit Livre de Prières, op.24, contains prayers to 

God the Father and Jesus Christ, St. Dominique, and to the Holy Spirit, among others, but 

it is telling that of all the pieces in this collection, Falcinelli favored those dedicated to 

women (the Prayers to the Virgin Mary and Ste. Teresa) in concert in her American 

tours.125  Related to this is Falcinelli’s homage to the Virgin Mary in other instances:  

chants Alma Redemptoris Mater, Ave Regina Coelorum, Regina coeli, Mater dolorosa, 

Stabat Mater Mater Dolorosa, Ave Maris Stella, Salve Regina, and O Gloriosa Virginum 

are all found in her works—in Quatre Motets à la Vierge, op.37, Rosa Mystica, op.29, 

and Épigraphe funèbre, op.21.  Though Falcinelli wrote works based on Gregorian 

themes unrelated to the Virgin as well, it is important to note that of the 21 times 

Gregorian chants appear in her opus, 12 of those are Marian. Also noteworthy is 
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Falcinelli’s use of the Berceuse form or Berceur tempo in her works.  The previously 

mentioned Prayer to the Virgin Mary in op.24 has Berceur as the style marking; indeed, 

its slowly rocking 6/8 time signature might well suggest the motion of a cradle even 

without that. Falcinelli’s most intimately personal Berceuse (no opus) was that written on 

the birth of her daughter in 1956, where she notes that the melody is by baby’s grandma, 

Jeanne Falcinelli, and harmony by “mommy”. (“mélodie memée [Jeanne Falcinelli], 

harmonie maman.”)126 The previous year the Berceuse op.33 for bassoon or violincello 

and piano was published.  Some decades later, Falcinelli dedicated her Variations-Études 

sur un berceuse: pour orgue, op.48 (1972-3) to her daughter, Sylviane, then a teenager; 

she wrote the following exposé of her compositional intentions as part of liner notes to 

her own recording of it in 1981: 

Irons-nous jusqu’à pretender qu’on pourrait y lire un portrait de l’enfant de 13 
ans?  Je pense qu’intituivement, ma plume fut guidée dans le tracé d’un dessin 
psychologique de la jeune dédicataire, car on y trouvera tendresse câline, 
causticité, espièglerie, voire maturité d’une réflexion exceptionnellement aigue 
qui pourrait étonner l’auditeur s’attendant à une simple berceuse enfantine…127 

Might we go so far as to claim that we can read a portrait of a 13 year old child 
here? I think that, intuitively, my pen was guided to trace a psychological sketch 
of the young dedicatee, since we may find here an affectionate tenderness, 
causticity, mischievousness, and see the development of an exceptionally sharp 
understanding, which may astonish the listener who was expecting a simple 
infantile cradle song. 

  

Falcinelli’s maternal inspiration for the piece is reinforced further in these notes 

with the inclusion of a written dialogue between Sylviane and herself on the subject of 

the evolution of Falcinelli’s compositional style in the works featured on this recording.  

                                                
126 Stéphane Detournay.  “Une Esthétique…”, 721. 
127 Rolande Falcinelli, Oeuvres pour orgue, performed by Rolande Falcinelli, REM 10882 (LP). 
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Alongside these sentimental considerations, Falcinelli had a pedagogical purpose 

in mind for the work:  she intended the Variations as a kind of companion piece with 

similar didactic intentions to the Études in her organ method, Initiation à l’orgue 

(1971).128 This more practical intention is the one emphasized in the history of the 

Variations as articulated by Sylviane Falcinelli; the sharp contrast between Rolande 

Falcinelli’s version and her daughter’s is outlined below.  The differences may serve to 

illuminate some of the issues surrounding the perception of the feminine aesthetic in 

music, and in Rolande Falcinelli’s music in particular. 

In her web essay which sets forth her views on the Variations, S. Falcinelli begins 

by explaining that from her recollection, the piece began its existence when Sylviane 

jokingly suggested to her mother that as an exercise in improvisation, she should 

improvise some variations on what Sylviane described as the most banal and uninspiring 

theme possible, the common cradle song theme.129 Accordingly, Rolande Falcinelli took 

up the challenge and created what has become one of her most successful and widely 

played works.  So far, this is in agreement with Falcinelli’s own description of the piece’s 

genesis.  But the younger Falcinelli begins her essay by decrying the fallacy in the 

common interpretation of the Variations-Études as expressing motherly devotion and the 

rocking of a baby:  

Qui se prendrait à imaginer une maman attendrie sur le berceau de son bébé, en 
écoutant ces Variations sur la célèbre berceuse française « Dodo, l'enfant do, 
l'enfant dormira bientôt » dédiées « À ma fille Sylviane »... se tromperait 
lourdement sur mon âge. 130  

Whoever would imagine a mother made sentimental over her infant’s cradle when 
they hear these Variations on the famous French cradle song “Sleep now, baby 
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sleep” dedicated “To my daughter Sylviane”…would be very mistaken about my 
age. 

Though Rolande Falcinelli began her liner notes in a similar vein, mentioning that 

“contrairement à ce que l’on pourrait penser, …cette oeuvre…n’est pas inspiré par le 

traditionnel et nécessaire appel d’un jeune enfant au bercement des bras maternels…” 

131(contrary to what one might think, this work is not inspired by the traditional and 

necessary call of a young child in the cradle of its mother’s arms…”, she goes on to 

clarify that it is, in fact, a mother’s rendition of her 13 year old daughter’s psychological 

make-up, instead.  In her essay, Sylviane Falcinelli has omitted that very important part 

of her mother’s rhetoric.  

Variations is a highly virtuosic and technically demanding piece, to be sure, full 

of invention and subtlety: a perfect pedagogical work and great organ piece in its own 

right.  Sylviane Falcinelli is adamant that this is the only way the piece should be 

understood; her language in defending this position is forceful and leaves no room for 

doubt.  Indeed, she seems to heep scorn on the naïve listener who might assume that a 

Berceuse dedicated to the composer’s daughter might imply some maternal tenderness.   

Sylviane Falcinelli’s position is made clearer when seen in the light of recent 

feminist scholarship history.  Here is a daughter who is intent on defending her mother as 

a composer in the great tradition of composers, not a “woman composer” different from 

the rest; in other words, she is still embroiled in the debates on those issues that began in 

the early 1980s and continue to the present day.  Yet there is no getting around 

Falcinelli’s words about the Variations: they do bespeak maternal warmth; she does 

describe her intention in the work as “tracing a sketch” of her young daughter.  If even 

the dedicatee of this work has such discomfort in admitting that her mother was 
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sometimes speaking with a different, distinctive voice because of her gender, then it is no 

wonder that the musical establishment in general has been so reticent in acknowledging 

this in the larger sense. 

The Berceuse was a common genre for many composers in the 19th and 20th 

centuries, including Fauré, Chopin, and others, and countless composers have used 

Marian chants in their works. But no composer of Berceuse that I am aware of dedicated 

that work to her own daughter, with a strong maternal intent; similarly, seen in context of 

her entire output and personal life, Falcinelli’s preference for Marian chants does take on 

special significance. Thus by synthesizing all the information on Falcinelli’s personal and 

professional life and work together, we may conclude that some of Falcinelli’s opus does 

underline her agency in creating a unique body of women’s music. 
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Chapter 5: Musical analysis of works through feminist lens  

Music analysis with a feminine or feminist slant has taken many fascinating forms.  

My study of Falcinelli's music will build on the non-essentialist principles German 

musicologist Eva Rieger has gained from her research on women’s Western art music.  She 

says of her research goals:   

"I am not determined to prove by all means that women compose differently.  
That would be ideological.  I am just taking the…assumption seriously that sex 
role is one of the most important determinants of human behavior.  In 
consequence it seems to me sensible to ask whether gender influences music, 
especially since other disciplines like the visual arts, film and literature have been 
posing these questions for years." 132 

With that attitude, Rieger has constructed the following list of characteristics of 

women's music written in the twentieth century. 
 
1. Women create the maximum out of a minimum of material, a sort of “restricted 
aesthetics.” 
2. Women have a special preference for functional music.  
3. Communication is of primary importance to them. 
4. Women are more interested in constituent substance than in compulsive 
innovation.  
5. They often strive to overcome binary contrasts.  
6. The aspect of “Ganzheitlichkeit” means that they wish to combine various 
fields of art,  but also whole human being, body and soul, Mankind (or 
Womankind) and Nature.  
7. They relate closely to their own bodies and the human voice.133 

Of these criteria suggested by Rieger, numbers 2, 3, 5, and 6 seem to apply well to 

Falcinelli’s compositions.  In the case of point number two (women's preference for 

functional music), the connection is self-evident since Falcinelli composed a number of 

her early works for use in the liturgy at Sacré Coeur.  Later, when her career included a 

                                                
132 Eva Rieger. “I Recycle Sounds: Do Women Compose Differently?” International League of Women 
Composers Journal (March 1992): 22-25. 
133 Ibid. 
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great deal of pedagogy, Falcinelli’s output reflects this in her many compositions for her 

students and for competitions and the like at the Conservatoire.  She also composed for 

her books on pedagogy, including her organ method.  Clearly, functional music was of 

utmost importance for her.   

Likewise, Falcinelli’s art was extremely communicative.  The highly evocative 

titles of her pieces bear this out, eg. La Cathédrale de l’Ame, Chant d'ombre et de clarté 

(Song of shadows and light), Kénose.  This last work, op. 68 for violincello and organ, is 

based on a theological concept expressed in an essay by the Jesuit priest Father Yves 

Raguin.134 In her composition, Falcinelli is intent on communicating the complexity of 

this theme: she provides a detailed explanation in a foreword to the work, and the work 

itself expresses the idea as literally as music can.  For example, the moment of 

annihilation or emptying that is central to the Kénose concept is meticulously contrived:  

it is a dissonant, rich chord played at high volume and situated rhythmically so that there 

is no mistaking it.  Similarly, in the Prière au Saint-Esprit from her Petits Prières pour 

orgue, Falcinelli communicates her vision of that theological concept: her Holy Spirit is a 

lively and virtuosic single line that seems to build up momentum and take off flying at 

one point, over rich and static chords that are more earthly and stable.  Another example 

is the Prière a la Sainte Trinité, presented in the established musical-theological 

symbolism of a three-part contrapuntal work, with each voice pertaining to one part of 

the Trinity. Indeed, the entire book of Prières has a great deal in common with the 

original didactic function of stained glass images in the Christian Church, here presented 

sonically for the parishioners of the Sacré-Coeur Basilica.  

                                                
134 Falcinelli, Rolande. Kénose: opus 68 pour violoncello et orgue. (France: Editions Delatour France, 
2006.) 
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Rieger's sixth point, the desire to combine various fields of art or perhaps even the 

whole being, body and soul, is an integral element of Falcinelli's work and thought.  

Stéphane Detournay, her sole biographer to date, entitled his two-volume work Rolande 

Falcinelli: Une Esthétique de la Synthèse (An Aesthetic of Synthesis).  Among other 

things, Detournay's title refers to what he calls her “musical ecumenism”135, which in turn 

was informed by her spiritual ecumenism.  For example, her interest in other religious 

philosophies besides Christianity led to her works on Iranian mystical themes, which she 

of course treated with Western compositional techniques.  This is borne out in her opus 

52 Miniatures Persanes, where Falcinelli notes in the forward that “[the piece] is 

concerned with a synthesis of near-eastern and western ideas. ” 136 

More subtle is her synthesis of different historical eras:  in one pedagogical 

exercise, she transforms a 13th century three voice Rondeau by Adam de la Halle into a 

work for organ.   

However, the most obvious examples of Falcinelli’s desire to combine various 

fields of art are the many works in her opus based on poetic texts.  It is fair to say that 

with the exception of her neo-classical works, almost every piece she wrote is based on 

literature, be it sacred or secular.  If not based on literature, it would then be based on a 

theological concept.  In other words, Falcinelli usually thought in terms of linking at least 

two art forms together in her compositions; when she does so, it is a given that the work 

will be rife with extra-musical meaning.   

I have included an analysis of Falcinelli’s works seen through the lens of Eva 

Rieger’s research for a number of reasons.  First, Rieger’s insights give rise to a different 

way of analyzing a composer’s music than the more conventional categories Detournay 

                                                
135 Stéphane Detournay. “Une Esthétique de la Synthèse”, 284. 
136 Rolande Falcinelli. Miniatures Persanes: opus 52 suite pour orgue.  (Calgary:  Lissett Editions, 1990.) 
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chose.  His system is the usual, chronologically based method we are used to working 

with and studying, whereas Rieger’s categories are more appropriate to an analysis of 

women’s writing in our post-modern age of new directions in musicology.  

That being the case, the second reason for my inclusion of Rieger is that her 

categories serve as a good segue to introduce the ways I have chosen to divide 

Falcinelli’s organ compositions:  as Mystical/Liturgical, Personal, and Pedagogical 

works.  Though clearly it is important to understand Falcinelli’s opus in the way outlined 

in Detournay’s thesis, I submit that my categories provide an essential window into her 

distinct aesthetic and personality.  In other words, breaking her works down into my 

categories makes a discussion of the feminine aesthetic in her opus more forthcoming and 

easier to broach. 

MYSTICAL/LITURGICAL WORKS  

Mysticism is central to Falcinelli’s opus, just as it was central to her character and 

personal philosophy. Her essay entitled “La Spiritualité de la Musique” bears this out, as 

do the comments by her student Francoise Lévechin when she writes about Falcinelli’s 

core beliefs. According to Lévechin, the following quote on art by Sri Aurobindo, Indian 

nationalist, poet, philospher and spiritual guru, amounts to what was a veritable 

profession of faith for Falcinelli: 

 “L’art le plus haut et le plus parfait est celui…[qui] va plus loin et exprime la 
vérité spirituelle interieure, la réalité plus profonde et non apparent des choses, la 
joie de Dieu dans le monde, sa beauté, son attrait, et la manifestation de la force et 
de l’énergie divine dans la creation phenomenale.”137 

“The highest and the most perfect art is that which goes furthest in expressing 
inner spiritual truth, the profound and invisible reality of things, the joy, beauty, 
and appeal of God in the world, and the manifestation of the divine force and 
energy in creation.” 

                                                
137 Norbert Dufourcq, “Cahiers et memoires", 7. 
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A discussion of some compositional choices Falcinelli made in her only work for 

mixed choir a cappella, Messe de Saint-Dominique, Op.25, (1947) may serve to introduce 

the way Falcinelli’s mysticism and profound spirituality marked her works. Here, 

Falcinelli creates an unusual beginning for the Sanctus movement:  instead of beginning 

forte for the three repetitions of “Sanctus”, as is usually the case in choral literature, her 

work is marked piano at the movement’s outset.  Her reason for doing so is that she 

believed  

“trop d’éclat nuit au climat spiritual que réclame “l’acclamation du Dieu trois fois 
Saint”, 138 

“too much clamor nullifies the spiritual atmosphere that acclaims the thrice-holy 
God.” 

The “interior spirituality” mentioned in Aurobindo’s quote was the driving force 

behind Falcinelli’s mystical and liturgical works. Though of course these works are 

similar in many ways, I have made a distinction between the two categories based on a 

comment by her daughter Sylviane that “mystical thought and liturgical practice are two 

separate things in her conception of her art”139; this is also borne out upon careful study 

of her opus. All Falcinelli’s liturgically inspired solo organ works were written between 

1945 and 1973, during her tenure at Sacré-Coeur.  These include the Petit Livre de 

Prières, Op. 24, Cinq Chorals sur l’antienne du Magnificat du Saint Sacrement, Op.28, 

Rosa mystica sur sept themes grégoriens à la Vierge, op.29, Prélude a l’Introit de la 

Messe du Sacré-Coeur, opus 34, Cor Jesu Sacratissimum, Op.36,  Messe pour le Fête du 

Christ-Roi, Op.38, Cortège funèbre, Op.41, Salve Regina, Op.43, and Missa Brevissima, 

Op.69, an exceptional later work.   After that time, Falcinelli’s works are not liturgically 

inspired, but no less mystical in nature.  Instead of being written for the mass, these next 

                                                
138 Ibid., 9 
139 Sylviane Falcinelli, email to author, May 2008. 
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pieces written for organ solo in her opus are designated for concert programs or 

pedagogical purposes, as the opus 46 Le Sermon sur la montagne (poème mystique sur 

l’évangile de St. Mathieu), op.50 Mathnavi, written for the Concours of the Conservatory 

for 1974 or the Opus 42 Prophétie, for organ, from 1959/66, based on an improvisation 

made in concert.  Even the liturgically-titled unfinished work for two organs, Le Mystère 

de la Sainte Messe, Op.59, was conceived as a concert work.  Furthermore, the later 

mystical works tend to be based on a broader spiritual or theological base than her earlier 

efforts, as seen in the Miniatures persanes, for organ, Opus 52, or the work based on 

Koran scriptures, Azan, for flute and organ, opus 61.   

 

Suffering is a theme common to many of the mystical works of Falcinelli. 

Comparing herself to Messiaen, whom she called “the ideal musician of the Apocalypse”, 

she stated that,   

“pour ma part, je pense être plutôt le reflet des douleurs de la Passion que je 
ressens très profondement.”140  

“for my part, I think I am more the reflection of the sorrows of the Passion, which 
I feel very profoundly.” 

Examples of this suffering motif abound in her works:  Psalm 13, op.63 (1978), 

Chant de peine et de lutte op.53 (1974), Chant d’ombre et de clarté op.56 (1975), 

Kénose, Op.69 (1986). Resurrection, the other side of suffering in Christianity, is 

represented by the Prophétie:  that work is structured around Old Testament scripture on 

a resurrection theme.    

                                                
140 Stéphane Detournay. “Une Esthétique de la Synthèse”, 272.  
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PEDAGOGICAL WORKS 

In 1954, Falcinelli succeeded Marcel Dupré as Professor of Organ at the Paris 

Conservatory, where she taught literature and improvisation until 1986. This new phase 

in her career was reflected in the kinds of compositions she wrote:  many works from this 

period were either written specifically for her organ students, such as the études 

contained in Initiation à l’orgue, 1971, or to answer various needs of the institution, such 

as pieces for sight reading, exams, and the like, eg. Morceau pour Hautbois et Piano, 

written in 1958.  Examples of pedagogical works for organ include:  Poèmes-Études 

op.26(1948-60) Esquisses symphoniques en forme de variations, op.45, 1971, Variations-

Études sur une Berceuse, op.48, 1972-3, Mathnavi, Op.50, 1973, Intermezzo, 1965 (no 

opus), Morceau, 1960, (no opus), the Études in the Initiation, which include:  

Dialogue,Veni Créator, Chanson, Variations sur un Rondeau d’Adam de la Halle, 

Intermezzo, Mélodie, Récitatif, Choral pour l’Ascension, Prélude pour la Pentecôte, Trio, 

Fughetta, Mouvement perpétual, Ricercare, and Toccata, Épures et Méandres, op.67, 

1983, Miniatures persanes, op.52, 1974, and Sonatina per scherzare, op.73, 1988.  Of 

these the Esquisses deserve special mention for the unique way they reveal Falcinelli’s 

dedication to her students. Falcinelli writes in the foreword: 

“En remerciement aux élèves de la classe d’orgue de CNSM de Paris, qui avaient 
rendu hommage à leur professeur à travers un concert de ses oeuvres en l’église 
St-Sulpice à Paris.”141 

“With thanks to the students of the organ class of the Paris Conservatory, who 
gave homage to their teacher with a concert of her works at the St-Sulpice Church 
in Paris.” 

At this same concert, Falcinelli premiered the Esquisses. 

                                                
141 Ibid., 736. 
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This class of 1970-1 included Philippe Léfèbvre, Sister Lise Thouin, and Eugène 

Pelletier among others. (Lise Thouin was the dedicatee of Le Sermon sur la montagne, 

op.46.)   Daughter Sylviane Falcinelli writes about the work to the organ class in 

question: 

 “Ainsi, ces Esquisses symphoniques sont le symbole de l’union des élèves et du 
professeur, la personnalité de l’auteur plus celle de chacun de vous”.142 

“Thus, these Symphonic Esquisses are the symbol of the union between the 
students and their teacher, the personality of the composer added to each one of 
yours.”   

In the Esquisses, Falcinelli wrote a specific piece for each of the ten organ 

students in her class, all unified by the same theme.  The second theme in each piece is 

created from the name of each student by use of soggeto cavato technique, in which 

alphabet letters are transcribed as pitches.  This second theme “personalisé, représente un 

des traits du caractère ou du style de chacun.”143 “personalized, represents one of the 

character traits or personal style of each student.” 

For example, Lise Thouin’s Esquisse, marked “Allegro ritmico”, is based on 

“Lise” transcribed as D, A, C, E, this creates a short theme which unifies Thouin’s very 

virtuosic and demanding study piece.144 Falcinelli’s system for deriving the anagrams (as 

deciphered by the author) is as follows:  she uses pitches A Bb C D E F G to correspond 

with the letters of the alphabet, and then adds the pitch “B” to correspond with the letter 

“H”; she then repeats these eight pitches through the letters of the alphabet, so the entire 

sequence is heard three full times.  It starts again at “Y”, so that “Y” equals “A” and “Z” 

equals “Bb.”  

                                                
142 Norbert Dufourcq, “Cahiers et memoires”, 16. 
143 Ibid. 
144 Rolande Falcinelli.  Esquisses symphoniques en forme de variations: opus 45. (Calgary: Lissett 
Editions, 1991), 38. 
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Falcinelli composed several such collections of pieces for subsequent organ 

classes, though the Esquisses is the only one featuring sogetto cavato.  Miniatures 

Persanes, an organ suite consisting of four movements, is dedicated to four students of 

her class of 1974; Sonatina per scherzare, op.73, is dedicated to the class of 1988.  The 

four movements of the Sonatina are entitled I. Tempo di Valzer; II. Tempo di Marcia; 

III.Tempo di Barcarola, and IV. Tempo di Rondo; each movement is dedicated to a 

particular student. (This class included Philippe Brandeis, now titular of Sacré-Coeur; he 

has recently recorded all of Falcinelli’s organ works.)  

Falcinelli’s body of work for her students is unique in its context.  Her 

predecessors at the Conservatory, such as Franck, Widor, or Dupré, did not compose 

pedagogical works such as these:  while Dupré certainly wrote an abundance of 

pedagogical materials, they were not personalized in the way Falcinelli’s were.   All of 

the above-named Conservatory organ teachers existed in the established music-historical 

tradition in which the “great master virtuoso/composer” is lauded for his compositions, 

not for his success in teaching and empowering his students.  With her unique 

pedagogical compositions, Falcinelli turns this model on its head; in this way she 

resembles another very influential composer/pedagogue of her generation, Nadia 

Boulanger.  For the second time in this treatise, I believe it may be instructive to compare 

Boulanger’s career to Falcinelli’s.   

Boulanger established her authority and fame largely through the work of her 

students; for example, she is credited with enormous influence on the burgeoning 

American school of composition since so many Americans flocked to France to study 

with her during the post-World War II era.  However, her own very fine compositions are 

virtually unknown in comparison with those of her many famous students.  These career 

choices of Boulanger’s are unusual when compared with the usual Western music model.  
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At least, we might term Boulanger’s career choices in this regard to be “non-

standard”, at most, potentially “feminine-coded.”  I make this last claim because it is a 

standard feminine cliché in Western culture: the “behind every successful man stands a 

woman” idea, or the mother who selflessly raises her children to be successful, while she 

stays out of the limelight.  In choosing this non-standard, perhaps maternally tinged path, 

Boulanger built great music through fostering others.   

Falcinelli’s pedagogical works bear a similarity to this theme.  She certainly 

empowered her students by writing such virtuosic, complex, and personalized pieces 

specifically for them; her forewords reveal the fervent commitment she had to each of 

them, a commitment that seems to have maternal overtones.  For example, she writes 

warmly in the foreword to her last work of this genre, the Sonatina per scherzare, 

“En souvenir de leur rayonnante jeunesse, de leurs superbes dons et de nos 
entretiens tour à tour enrichissants, divertissants ou amicaux qui allégèrent le 
poids de mes dernières années conservatoriales et les illuminérent d’une clarté à 
jamais présente à mon esprit. Leur Maître et Amie, Rolande Falcinelli145 

“In remembrance of their radiant youth, their superb talents and of our 
increasingly enriching, diverting, and amicable encounters which have lightened 
the weight of my last conservatory years, and which have illuminated them with a 
clarity I have never known before.  Their Teacher and Friend, RF.  

While other organ composers have certainly written pedagogical pieces for 

specific people (Bach comes to mind with his exercises for his sons), Falcinelli must 

certainly be one of the most prolific and dedicated composers of this genre.  Her 

Esquisses, Miniatures, and Sonatina, among others, connote a kind of maternal 

dedication, attachment, and empowerment of her students that might well be considered 

as further evidence of the feminine aesthetic in her works.   

 

                                                
145 Stéphane Detournay. “Une Esthétique de la Synthèse”, 745. 
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PERSONAL WORKS 
 

Some of Falcinelli’s works can be placed in the category of “personal” because 

they reflect so intimately on Falcinelli’s personal life and feelings.  I have already 

mentioned her maternal dedication to daughter Sylviane in the Variations-Études sur une 

Berceuse, op.48, as well as the other Berceuse [organ version] written in 1956 on the 

occasion of Sylviane’s birth, featuring “grandma’s melody and mommy’s harmony”. 

Similarly, her work for piano Pochades op.44, was composed in 1971 for Sylviane’s 

fifteenth birthday and dedicated to her. 146 On a different note, the early work for organ 

Épigraphe funèbre, op.21, from 1944 (Jeanne Demessieux premiered it in a Pleyel 

concert), was written for organist and soldier Jean-Claude Touche, 1926-44, who had 

“Mort pour la France” [Died for France]; Falcinelli dedicated the piece to his mother, 

Madame Firmin Touche.147  In doing so, Falcinelli created the very feminine and 

universal image of the mother of a fallen soldier to stand in conjunction with the work. 

Such a choice connotes a feminine sensibility on Falcinelli’s part, a “feminine-coded” act 

that would likely have been understood as such by her contemporaries.  

Falcinelli’s Aphorismes, op.64 for piano and organ [in 5 parts], 1979-80, give 

another glimpse of the composer’s character.  The five texts Falcinelli chose as the 

“aphorisms” seem likely to be her own private philosophies, taken as they are from 

Indian philosopher Sri Aurobindo, the ubiquitous “L’enfer, c’est les autres” quote from 

Jean-Paul Sartre, the mystical writer and thinker Louis-Claude de Saint-Martin,  

Lithuanian-French poet Oscar Milosz, and the Hindu sacred text the Bhagavad-Gita.  The 

                                                
146Ibid., 720. 
147 Ibid., 727. 
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piece as a whole is based on an excerpt from Rainer Maria Rilke, from his Letters to a 

Young Poet.148 

In some ways, the Aphorismes provide a kind of microcosm of Falcinelli’s 

compositional style and tendencies throughout her long, multi-faceted career.  Harkening 

back to Rieger’s insights on trends in women’s compositions, we see in this work 

Falcinelli’s commitment to synthesis between art forms, especially between music and 

literature.  The scoring of the piece for piano and organ bespeaks both her love of the 

piano (she was the pianist for the work’s premiere)149 and her zeal for creating a new 

chamber music repertoire for the organ with a view to giving it a more mainstream status 

in Western art music.  The texts themselves are representative of some of the major 

themes in Falcinelli’s opus: numbers I, III, IV, and V allude to the mystical side of her 

nature, with those from Eastern cultures revealing her ecumenical bent in this regard.  

Especially noteworthy is III, based on Louis-Claude de Saint-Martin:  “Il est un temps 

pour la souffrance, main une fois que le Feu de l’Esprit s’allume, il ne faut songer qu’a ne 

pas l’éteindre”,150 which may be translated as:  “There is a time for suffering, but once 

the Fire of the Holy Spirit is lit, it must never be put out.” This allusion to suffering in a 

Christian context, a central theme in Falcinelli’s mysticism, makes these “Aphorisms” a 

fairly complete portrayal of that important aspect of her nature and opus.  

The other aspects of Falcinelli’s work I have explored in this treatise are the 

personal element written into her works, as well as her many pedagogical compositions; 

in both cases, I portrayed her works in the light of the feminine aesthetic thread running 

through them.   Though I believe this aspect to be essential to understanding the 

complexity of Falcinelli’s output, the Aphorismes provide an opportunity to note that 

                                                
148Ibid., 773. 
149 Ibid., 774. 
150 Ibid.  
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often, there is no clear allusion to female culture in her work.  As I mentioned earlier, 

Falcinelli seems to have chosen the Aphorismes texts as a kind of mirror to her personal 

philosophy—and these texts are all written by men, as are most of the texts she chose in 

her opus.   In other words, though Falcinelli did emphasize the feminine in many 

different ways and to varying degrees in her works, she often did not, as well.   She was a 

complex and multi-layered woman and musician who created an opus of unusual variety 

and depth; the feminine aesthetic she infused in her works is but one aspect of her rich 

legacy. 
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